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Though it is accepted that the 3-d magnetic electrons of 
transition metals such as nickel are itinerant, at high tempe rature 
these itinerant ferromagnets act as if the electrons were localized at 
lattice sites. In particular, three experimental results conflict with 
the Stone r itinerant mode l: 1) The spin band gap does not decrease 
with tempe rature as the average magnetization, but much more slowly . 
2) Spin waves of short wavelength propagate above the Curie temperature. 
3) Magnetic degrees of freedom play a role in determining thermodynamic 
prope rtie s n ear and above TC. The s ource of these dis cr epancie s is the 
failure of Stoner theory to take into account magnetization fluctuations. 
In this paper, I do calculations of single particle and spin wave pro-
pertie s in a generalization of Stoner theory devised by R. E. Prange 
and V. Korenman to take account of fluctuations. 
In Stoner theory, electrons interact with an effective magnetic 
field proportional to the average magnetization, which becomes ze ro at 
the phase transition. The basic idea of the generalization of Stoner 
theory is that electrons are sensitive to their local environment and 
therefore that electronic and spin wave properties should be calculated 
in the presence of a local slowly fluctuating magnetization configura-
tion. Only after calculating these properties should the fluctuations 
be thermally averaged. As a result, electrons interact with an 
effective magnetic field which is basically proportional to the 
magnitude of the local magnetization vector and which need not become 
zero at T. 
C 
Single particle properties are calculated by making a transforma-
tion to the spatially varying frame of reference of the local 
magnetization and doing perturbation theory with the magnetization 
n s as the small perturbation parameter. We find that the spin gradie t . 
eigenstates are approximately in or opposite to the direction of the 
local magnetization. Even when there is no longer a macroscopic 
magnetization, an energy gap is maintained between spin-split bands , 
ans now being defined i n terms of the local magnetization the b d 
direction. 
The change in the energy gap from its zero temperature 
Value · f · · is proportional only to the average square o a magnetization 
gradient, a quantity which may be small even above TC . Thus we can 
underst d · h t d th t an that the gap changes only slowly wit tempera ure an a 
the spin wave does not decay into Stoner single particle excitations 
even at high temperature. 
A free energy is found which is very similar in form to the free 
energy used d · properti'es in localized models; 
to compute thermo ynamic 
thus w f. . f f d are still important in 
e ind that magnetic degrees o ree om 
comput · · b T ing thermodynamic properties a ove c· 
It is the existence of a population difference and energy gap, 
rather than a macroscopic average magnetization that permits the 
e:x: · · We find a secular 
istence of a spin flip collective excitation. 
equat· . the presence of fluctuations 
ion for the spin wave frequency in 
Which is · ·1 h 1 RPA very sirni ar tote usua secular equation, except for 
small pe rturbations proportional to the square of magnetization 
gradients. The corrections to the spin wave frequency and lifetime 
include the effect of the perturbation of single electron energies by 
the background, and also of the scattering of the spin wave from 
single particle spin-conserving excitations and from other spin waves. 
These corrections are quite small and allow for propagation even 
above TC. Thus it is a prediction of our theory that one see spin 
waves even above the critical temperature, so long as an appropriate 
Population difference maintains a locally ordered magnetization° 
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In this paper I present calculations which describe the 
ferromagnetism of a system that i s a good approximation to a transition 
metal like nickel. 
Two kinds of model are available for the description of a 
ferromagnetic metal: in the Stoner picture, the magnetic electrons 
are itinerant and participate in the band structure of the metal; in 
models such as those of Heisenberg or Ising, the magnetic moments are 
localized at lattice sites. In a localized model, the phase transition 
co . nsists in the ordering or disordering of permanent moments. 
In 
itinerant models, ferromagnetism occurs because bands of electrons wi
th 
spin aligned parallel or anti-parallel to a net magnetic moment of 
th
e 
meta l have different occupations; the phase transition consiS
t
S in a 
reoccupation of the spin bands . Because the sources of the magnetic 
phase transition are different in the two kinds of model, 
th
e two models 
give rise to different magnetic and thermodynamic properties . 
Of 
transition metal ferro-
The problem encountered by any theory 
magnets is that they behave like itinerant ferromagnets at low 
t the transition 
emperature and like Heisenberg ferromagnets near 
temperature; neither kind of theory is adequate for all temperatures. 
Lo 1 because the magnetic electrons 
ca ized models are inadequate simply 
are . but an itinerant model 
i ndeed free to move through the cryS
t
al; 
d properly, especially 
oes not handle the magnetization fluctuations . le particle 
at high temperatures. I have made calculations of sing 
1 
2 
a nd s p· in wav e prope r ti· e s i· n 1 h h a gene r a iza tion oft e Stoner t eory 
devise d b y R. E. Prange a nd V. Korenman to a ccount for magnetization 
f luc tua t· ions a t both high and low tempera tures . 
irst c h apte r, I s h a ll r e view some r esults of the Stoner In the f" 
a n describ e h ow tha t mode l goes wrong . I shall present some of mode l d 
the Stone r calcula tions in de t ail , b ecaus e my own calculations are done 
imila r me tho ds a nd h ave r esults similar in form. After giving a by s . . 
i scuss i o n of some recent attempts to cope with magnetiza tion brief d" 
ions , I s h a ll de scribe the physical picture upon which my fluc tua t · 
calc ul . a t ions are b ased . 
II The Ba nd s in Nicke l 
The 
3
-d magn e tic e l ec trons of transition metal ferromagnets a re 
c e rt · h 1 a inly n 1 They contri"bute tote ow 
o t ocalized a t l a ttice sites. 
t emp e r that they are 
· ature s p ec i f ic hea t and conductivity, and 
th
is means 
fr ee t an external field . 
0 mov e through the c rysta l in r e sponse to 
Mor eov e r h well ' they pa rticipa t e in the band structure a
nd 
ave a -
defin e d F . . the de Haas- van Alphen 
ermi s ur face , which can b e s een in 
effec t . or i n photoemission studies . 
Thou g h o u r r esults will b e applicable to anY itinerant ferro-
magn e t because the 3-d bands of 
' we s h a ll a lways a pply them to nickel, 
n ick e l h amenable to treatment 
ave properties whic h ma ke them esp e cially 
in the The band structure 
a ppr oxima tion sch eme we a re going to use. 
o f nickel has the fo llowing pr op erties: 
(1) W r egion of the 
The magn e t ic e l ec t ro ns b e l ong to 
th
e X 
Br·1 l. louin zone . 
two bands separated 































Diagr ams f r om Callaway and Wang [ !]. 
K S X 
..., . 
FIG. 1. Band structure for 
majority- spin states along 
certain sym1netry ui r ectlona . 
The horizontal l ine at 0. 675 
Ry indicates the position of 
the Fermi ener gy. 
--... ,. 
f 
FIG. 2. Band struc ture 
for minority-spin states 





in ene r gy by a bout 0.4 eV. The diff er e nce in population between the 
ma j or i t y a nd minority bands i s 0.6 e lectrons per atom. This is a low 
dens ity of mag ne tic carriers compared to that of iron or cobalt, which 
have moment s of 1. 7 a nd 2.9 electrons/ a tom. 
(2 ) The Fermi l eve l i s near the top of the majority spin band, so 
tha t the magne tic carrier s can be thought of as holes in the minority 
s pin ba nd . For convenience we sha ll a lways consider the holes to be 
partic l es a nd s peak of an empty minority spin band for nickel; when 
the ene r gy gap i s l a r ger than the Fe rmi energy, as in this case, we are 
said t o be in the s tr ong limit. 
(3) The 3-d ba nds a r e narrow and ver y flat in the XW region. One 
e f fec t of this i s tha t ther e i s ver y little hybridization of d-bands 
Wi th the s p ba nd s . The ve l oc i ty of s - electrons k /m >> k /m so F s F d ' 
tha t the s - e l ec trons r espond quickly to the motions of the d-electrons : 
t o i gnore the s - electrons is t o make an adiabatic approximation. Hence 
we have we ll- d ef i ned d-bands which corr espond to atomic d-orbitals. 
The fl f the band will als o l ead to a peak 1·n the - a tness at the top o 
densi t y of s t a t es near the Fermi l evel. 
(4) The ba nds of int er es t are tight binding bands corresponding 
t o the y z, xy, and zx orbita ls; thes e tight binding bands do not mix 
at the point X because of the symmetry of the wave functions. There-
fore t here are t hr ee degene r a t e bands, one fo rmed from each of the 
a bove d-orb i t a l s . 
Usl
·ng . of the bands, Kanamori[ 21 has shown that 
these propert ies 
nicke l can be represent ed by a one-band picture, with the following 




I n(k, a ) E(k) 
ka 
+ 
n(k, a ) is the number operator of the Bloch state of wavevector k and 
spin a , E(k) is the band energy, and nia is the number operator for 
the Wannier state centered at site i. U is an effective intra-atomic 
Coulomb energy and is approximately 1 . 5 eV. 
III The Criterion for Ferromagnetism in Molecular Field Theory 
It i s useful to express the Coulomb exchange energy in terms of 
operators which create an electron of spin a in a Bloch state of 
wavevector k. The Hubbard Hamiltonian in this representation is 
+ 
In the Hartree-Fock approximation, this provides effective single 
Particle energies E(k, a ) = E(k) 
or, shifting each by a constant energy, 
The band gap 
an U - a 
E(k, a ) E(k) 06 / 2. 
represent s the interaction of the spin with a Weiss mean field. The 
total ma . . i~M2U = ~M 6 ; the extra factor of½ must be 
gnetic energy is ¾i-• ~· 
intr d are not counted twice. Notice that 
0 uced so that interactions 
i s to Mand thus vanishes at and above the Curie 
proportional 
temperature. 
w for ferromagnetism at zero temperature by 
e can find a criterion 
r equ1_· · state (that is, for a small gap 
ring that near the paramagnetic 
and b lowered by a decrease in the 
magnetization) the energy not e 
magnetizat · ion. 
f
l . ped from t to i, the kinetic 
If on spins are ip 
-
6 
energy change is - on6. The magnetic energy change is ,¼oM6 + ¼Mo6 
E 
and the cha nge in the gap is 
(No is the density of states dN/d e: at the a Fermi level.) Putting 
these together, we find the Stoner criterion for ferromagnetism to be 
This is equivalent to requiring that the paramagnetic zero 
temperature susceptibility be negative or infinite. For small field, 
autl hence small gap and magnetization, the magnetization is 
M f {f( e: -µH-½MU) - f( e:+µH+1~MU)} N( e: ) de: 
f df -(2µH + MU) d e: N(e:) de: 
wi th f( e: ) the Fermi function 
}
-1 
{exp(B e:-Sµ) + 1 · 




wh· lch shows the divergence required above. 
the system spontaneously 
When the Stoner criterion is satisfied, 
beco i·s determined by requiring 
me s ordered. The magnetization 
simul t a neously that 
J d e: N(d 
{f( e: - ½MU) 
+ f(s+½MU)} 
N = 
J d e: N( e:) 
{f( e: -½MU) 
- f( e:+½MU)} 
M = b and is 
The by the equation a ove 
susceptibility is no longer given 
fi . nit e and pos itive. 
-
7 
IV The Magne t ization at Low Temperature 
In the Stoner model at finit e temperature, the magnetization is 
reduced from i· t s 
zero t emperature value by single particle excitations 
from the s pin up to the s pin down band, In a non~magnetic material
1 
emical po t ential changes with temperature in order to keep the the ch · 
number f . 0 
part ic l es fixed, In a magnetic material, since the Fermi 
l eve l occurs a t dif fe r ent wavevectors in the two bands, the shifts in 
chemic 1 a po t entia l a r e different. 
The chemical potentials, however, 
there must be some redistribution 
must be th e s ame f or both spin bands: 
of e l ec trons be t ween the bands to maintain this equality as 
th
e 
t emper a ture i ncreases . 
The total s hifts in the c hemical potentials at loW temperature are: 
The firs t t erm c ome s from the usual shif t in the chemi cal potential at 
cons t ant concomitant repopulation, and 
occupation, the second from 
th
e 
the l as t i' nter action ener gy caused by 
from t he s hift in t he magnetic 
de
t ermined by r equiring 
now be 
t he r epopula tion. The repopula t ion can the total number of 
a nd using the constraint that that oµ == oµ 
t ,} 
Partic l es be fixed, on == -on . t t 
Then 
t. - ]J 
oM d by an energY gap 
In t l . i s prevente 
1e str ong l i mit , repopula tion Y 
down-spin state, 
energ 
be t ween t he Fer mi l evel and the lowest 
·1 of 









dis t 'b f unction, and oM i s ri u t . ion 
t he 
temperatur e 




magnetization. However, there is a more important source of t emperature 
dependence of the magnetization, and that is the spin waves. In both 
the weak and the strong cases, spin waves contribute a term 
8M = l v (q) ~ T3/ 2 . 
q 
V Spin Waves 
The only spin flip excitations which appear in Stoner theory are 
single particle excitations a: (k+q) a/k) I <i> 
0
> • ( I <i> 
0
> is the zero 
t empera ture ground state, and 
t 
a+(k+q) at(k) destroys an up electron 
-+ -+ -+ 
of momentum k and replaces it by a down electron of k+q.) These 
excitations have the large energy, nw = s (k+q) - s (k) + ~; and 
they produce the following excitation spectrum: 
1..-----------~ 
To find a low energy collective excitation, we must treat the Hubbard 
Hamiltonian in some approximation be tter than molecular field theory . 
We guess that a collective excitation can be formed by making a 
linear combination of Stoner excit a tions : 
9 
lq > -
To find the coefficients c and the excitation energy, we minimize the 
p 
expectation of the Hamiltonian and constrain the state to be normalized. 
If we minimize the quantity <q i H lq> - w<qjq> with respect to each 
coefficient c, w(q) will be the excitation energy. 
p 
If we do this in the molecular field approximation, we find the 
following equation for c : 
p 
C {E(p+q) - E(p) + 6 - nw} = Q 
p 
This gives us back the Stoner excitations. 
If we use the full two-particle Hubbard interaction energy, 
u , we find 
C {E(p+q) - E(p) + 6 - nw} 
p 
which has solutions 
The secular equation determining w is: 
f+(p) - f+(p+q) 
u 
1 u I 
p 
E(p+q) - E(p) + 6 - OW 
I C ' 
p' p 
The solution of interest has small 141 (qvF« 6) and 
We can expand the denominator in powers of 1/ 6 to find 
nw = q2{ I ½V2 € I (V Ek) 2/6} / 3M - D q2 
all so 
energy (w« 6). 
The notation l means sum over all occupied states of both spins; l 
ail so 
means sum over the singly occupied states. 
10 
Apparently the stiffness is proportional to 1/M, but in fact it is 
not large when M becomes small. To see the magnetization dependence of 
the stiffness of a weak ferromagnet, we should expand Din terms of 
0 = kFt - kF+· The sums are proportional to o2 and Mis proportional 
only to o , so that D ~ M. Therefore the spin wave stiffness Dis 
predicted to decrease with the gap~ and to become zero at the phase 
transition. Consider, moreover, the complete excitation spectrum. 
When the spin wave energy becomes equal to the energy of a Stoner 
excitation, the spin wave can decay into a single particle excitation 
and is therefore highly damped. Stoner theory therefore predicts that 
as the gap~ decreases, the spin waves disappear at lower and lower /q/ 
until at the phase transition no spin waves can be seen. We shall soon 
see that this important prediction is incorrect; its failure provides 




VI Dynamical Susceptibility 
The susceptibility xaS(q,w) tells us the response of the 
magnetization to an applied space and time dependent magnetic field: 
dMc/q,w) 
dH 6(q,w) 
We can write x in terms of a retarded Green's function 
\ :i.s (q,w) lim 
E:-+0 f 
-i(w-iE)(t-t') 





(q,t') >> is the retarded commutator - i6(t-t') <[S(q,t),S~q,t'] >. 
The poles of the transverse susceptibility xaS(q,w) occur at frequencies 
corresponding to the spin flip normal modes of the system; hence, the 
susceptibility at small (q,w) provides another method of finding the 
spin wave dispersion relation. Moreover, the susceptibility is in 
itself of interest, because its imaginary part determines the neutron 
scattering cross section. 
If we decompose X into 
X+_(q,t-t') = L <<a!(k) a+(k+q)(t);S_(q,t') >> R 
k 
- I Y(k,q,t-t') 
k 
we can use the following equation of motion: 
t I R Y(k,w) = <[at(k) a+(k+q),S (q)] > 
1 
+ « [a .. (k) a+(k+q),H],S_(q )] >:> - egua t 
times 
The commutator can be evaluated with Has the usual Hubbard Hamiltonian 
to give {w - E: (k+q) + E: (k)}Y(k) ft(k) - f+(k+q) 
I cS (k,l<l) « }t(k'+q) }+(k"-\) a (k") a (k+q);S (-q) » 
k I k"A -1, + -
I cS (k+q,k"-\) a!(k) a·tr(k'+\) at(k') a+(k11 );S(-q) » 
k'k" \ 
12 
If the two-particle operator that results from taking the commutator 
with the two-particle interaction of His treated in Hartree-Fock, the 
last two terms will also be susceptibilities; and we find an equation 
of motion: 
{w - E(k+q) + E(k) - 6}Y(k) = f t (k) - f+(k+q) 
- {ft(k) - f +(k+q)}u I Y(k') 
k' 
+ 
We reconstruct x by summing on k: 
ft(k) - f+(k+q) 
x (q, w) = [-;- - E(k+q) + E(k) - 6 (1 - ux) - xo(l - Ux) 
or x (q,w) = x (q, w)/(1 + Ux (q,w) 
0 0 
This result is equivalent to the random phase approximation. If we set 
the denominator at zero and make (q, w) small, we shall recognize in the 
r eal part of the equation the usual equation for the spin wave. 
Now the imaginary part of x
0 
is - rr [ {ft(k)-f+(k+q)}o (w- E(k+q)t-E(k)-6) 
and this is non-zero only at the Stoner excitations, which have high 
energy near /q/ = O. Hence the spin wave in RPA has infinite lifetime. 
But at larger /q/, w can overlap the Stoner excitations, and the non-
zero imaginary part gives the strong damping mentioned above. 
We are also interested in the imaginary part of X, 
Im X = (1 + U Re X ) 2 + (U Im X ) 2 
0 0 
Im Xo 
Since Im x =Oat the small (q,w) for which we wish to evaluate x , 
0 
this is equivalent to a standard way of writing the delta function 
Hence 
a 
o (x) = l1ff x2 + a 2 
Im x = - rr (n -n) o (w-Dq 2 ) 
t + 
near /q/ 0. 
13 
VII Experimental Conflicts with Stoner Theory 
The Stoner model can describe most of the low temperature behavior 
of nickel, but there are also some very serious discrepancies with 
experiment. 
(1) Stoner theory does not predict the thermodynamic quantities 
properly at high temperature. The Stoner theory predicts that above T 
C 
a ferromagnet becomes an ordinary Pauli paramagnet with an enhanced 
susceptibility; the energy gap, the magnetization, and the magnetic 
energy become zero together at the transition temperature. The magnetic 
moments cannot contribute to the entropy above the transition tempe:iatura 
In a localized model, on the other hand, magnetization fluctuations are 
present in the macroscopically disordered state; and there is some 
entropy associated with these degrees of freedom. A great deal of 
work has recently been done to calculate the critical exponents and 
amplitudes for Heisenberg models with various values of the spin. [
3
] 
If one attempts to fit the specific heat of nickel to an electronic 
specific heat calculated from a band structure, one finds that there is 
a high temperature tail in the entropy above TC that is not explained 
by the itinerant model. The specific heat fits very well, however, with 
Heisenberg model calculations. 
(2) The energy gap between the up and down bands does not decrease 
simply as the average magnetization as it would do in the Stoner theory . 
Lonzarich and Gold[ 4 ] have used the de Haas-van Alphen effect to look 
directly at the low temperature shift in the minority spin Fermi level 
in iron. They found that the change in the gap is very much smaller 
than one might expect from the change in magnetization at the same 
14 
temperature. Now Edwards[s] has used a Fermi liquid argument to show 
that the gap ought to change only as r 512 instead of as r 312 in 
proportion to the magnetization; this result is correct, but it is 
obtained by guessing the Fermi liquid coefficients and the appropriate 
spin states of the problem are never defined. Mo·reG>v.er, the Fermi 
liquid theory is good only for low temperature, and the behavior of the 
gap must also be understood at high temperature. 
(3) ~' the band splitting does not become zero as the Stoner 
theory predicts. This is known from the neutron scattering experiments 
of Mook, Lynn, and Nicklow.[ 6] They found that in nickel spin waves of 
0-1 
wave number greater t ha n about 0.2 A could be seen well above the 
Curie temperature. If the energy gap were zero at TC, t he spin wave 
energies at TC would be in the Stoner continuum for all \q\ and the 
spin waves would decay immediately into the Stoner excitations. The 
maximum spin wave energy is to be identified with the point at which 
the spin wave dispersion relation first intersects the Stoner continuum. 
It is constant with temperature above TC; i~ however, the spin splitting 
continued to decrease with temperature above TC, so should the energy 
at the intersection point. The spin wave stiffness, like the gap, 
changes only very slowly with temperature, until at TC it has decreased 
to half its zero temperature value; above TC the stiffness is 
temperature independent over a large temperature range. 
15 
VIII Recent Attempts to Account for Magnetization Fluctuations 
The Stoner theory provides a self-consistent method of calculating 
magnetic properties only so long as the single particle Stoner 
excitations are the most important spin-flip excitations present in the 
system. In a naive Stoner model, the spin waves are added to the 
excitation spectrum by hand and are not allowed to interact with each 
other or with the electrons to change the single particle energies. 
I f h . T3/2 . h . f n act, t e spin wave term is t e most important term o the 
magnetization, and an acceptable itinerant model must incorporate the 
spin waves. In principle we could devise a Stoner theory which includes 
spin waves if we allowed electrons and spin waves to interact to all 
orders of perturbation theory. Such a calculation would give a Fermi 
liquid theory with energies: 
d k, a) 
nw(q) 
E (k, a) +If (ka ,q) v (q) + 
o em 
nw (q) + 
0 
q 
If (ka,q) on(ka) + 
ka em 
l f (ka ,k' a ') n(k' a ') 
k' a 'ee 
L. fmrn(q,q') v (q') 
q' 
However, the renormalizations cannot be done properly. The simplest 
approximations give up rotational invariance which should be maintained 
(we know that a /q/ = O spin wave is a rotation of the system and 
cannot change single particle energies) and give unphysically large 
shifts in the single particle energies.[? ] The genera l form of the 
interaction is known (for example, f (ka,q) ~ A q2). Though the em 
coeff icient A i s not known, we can make a reasonable guess for the 
coefficients at low temperature and make a phenomenological Fermi 
liquid theory. Edwards' calculation of the band splitting mentioned 
. f h. [B ] above is a calculation o tis sort. 
.. 
16 
At high t emp eratures even such a Fermi liquid theory will not be of 
use, because the excitations can no longer be described by a simple 
collection of spin waves. 
Nea r TC we mus t deal with Local magnetic order and the magnetic 
degrees of freedom which gi ve rise to the Heisenberg- l ike magnetic 
entropy. That ther e is a considerable energy gap left at TC indicates 
that the e l ec trons do in t eract vith the locally ordered magnetization. 
A method tha t has been proposed to deal with local order is to make a 
Stratonovich transformat i on of ~ariables on the free energy functional 
. 1 [ 9 ] integra. In the new variab les single particle energies contain an 
interaction with a random molecular field. Any Stratonovich trans-
formation has a serious problem however: though formally exact, the 
functional integral can only be carried out with drastic approximations. 
There are many forms of t he transformation available and the various 
forms,when a pproximated, give very different results. 
IX Generaliza tion of Stoner Theory 
We claim that for itinerant ferromagnets there are really two 
transitions to be considered . (1) At TC' the softening of the long 
wavelength magneti zation fluct uations causes the macroscopic magnetiza-
tion to disapp ear but allows s hort range order to persist. (2) Only at 
a much higher t emp erature have the single particle Stoner excitations 
destroyed the population difference between the majority and minority 
spin bands and with it the energy gap. Then even the short range order 
disappear s and we have a Stoner enhanced paramagnet. 
17 
That a short range order of the magnetization persists above the 
Curie temperature we know, because the spin wave persists above the 
Curie temperature. The low lql cut-off in the observed spin wave 
spectrum tells us empirically the size of the region over which short 
range order must extend. The smallest region a spin wave can see is 
the size of its wavelength, and it must see an ordered region of 






Now an electron can adjust very quickly to its local environment, 
wo we claim that even in the absence of a macroscopic magnetization, 
electronic properties are best calculated in a static ordered region. 
If we do this, the band structure will be characterized by a local 
order. There will persist a band gap between minority and majority 
spin bands, but the quantization direction of the spins in these bands 
will be constant only over regions which sustain a short range order. 
The majority and minority spin bands will consist of states with spin 
everywhere essentially parallel and anti-parallel to the local 
magnetization direction. The phase transition consists in a long 
range disordering of the magnetization, even while the short range 
order persists. This is the same as the mechanism for the phase 
transition in the Heisenberg model, but the electrons themselves are 
not localized as in the Heisenberg model. 
To carry out this idea of how to treat electrons in the presence 
of short range order, we break the fluctuation spectrum into two 
parts, the long wavelength fluctuations which contribute to the phase 





when averaged leave a short range order. This is an idea common in 







We claim, however, that the physics of the two regions is very 
different and the two averages must be handled in different approxima-
tion schemes. The first trace over the short wavelength fluctuations 
++ 
leaves a free energy F(M(r)) which is a functional of the magnetization 
configuration. 
+ + 
M(r) contains only Fourier components which have not 
yet been averaged and so varies slowly in space and time. We neglect 
fluctuations in the magnitude of the magnetization vector as much 
harder to produce than fluctuations in its direction. Now, before 
doing the rest of the thermodynamic average, we calculate the single 
particle and spin wave properties in the presence of this slowly 
varying magnetization configuration. By the mathematical device of 
choosing the spin quantization direction to be the direction of the 
local magnetization, we make the problem essentially the same as the 
Stoner problem at low temperature. We shall see that, in form, our 
results look very much like the Stoner model results, with the 
average macroscopic magnetization <M> replaced by the magnitude of 
the local magnetization /M/ • For example, the gap will not disappear 
when <M> disappears, but will be proportional to /M/ , a quantity 




SINGLE PARTICLE PROPERTIES 
In the first chapter, we claimed that properties sensitive to 
local order should be calculated in the presence of a magnetization 
which varies slowly in direction. In this chapter, we carry out such 
a calculation of the single particle properties. Electron energies 
and eigenstates are found in perturbation theory, with a perturbation 
Hamiltonian arising from gradients of the magnetization. The eigen-
states and energies are essentially the same as those found by Herring 
and Kittel[lO] in a calculation of the spin wave stiffness and Bloch 
wall energy. The approximate eigenspinors are not parallel or anti-
parallel to the direction of the average magnetization, but rather 
are approximately parallel or anti-parallel to the direction of the 
local magnetization. An energy gap is maintained between spin split 
bands, even when there is no longer a macroscopic magnetization. For 
low temperature, we can now perform the thermodynamic average over the 
long wavelength fluctuations; and we find that the gap energy decreases 
with temperature from its Stoner zero temperature value more slowly 
than does the average magnetization. The electron energy shifts at 
the Fermi surface give rise to a shift in the energy difference 
oEF- - oEF+ proportional to the squares of magnetization gradients. 
This shift drives a repopulation of the spin up and down bands; the 
repopulation is very similar to the Stoner change in magnetization 
driven by the temperature shift in chemical potentials. Finally, 
taking into account the change in energy gap and the repopulation, we 
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calculate the total energy and free energy of the electrons in the 
presence of the fluctuations. The differences between these energies 
and their values in the non-fluctuating ground state are the energies 
associated with the magnetization fluctuations; the fluctuation free 
energy takes the expected form of a sum of spin wave energies. 
II Electron Eigenstates and Energie s 
We begin with the Hubbard Hamiltonian 
H = 
E(k) i s the spin independent energy of a Bloch s t a t e uk; a: (i) is a 
creation operator of an electron of spin a in a Wannier state at site i; 
" and Mis the magnetization unit vector. The second t erm in the 
Hamil tonian is a sum over sites of a Coulomb inter action U between 
anti-paralle l spins at the same site ; it has precisely the same f orm 
as that part of the Hamiltonian which in Stoner theory makes possible 
a ferromagne tic equilibrium state . However, we have expressed it i n 
terms of t he spa tia lly varying l ocal magneti zation unit vector M(r ), 
rather than the z unit vector which is commonly used. The mos t 
important thing about the cal cula tion we are going t o do is that, 
t hough t hi s Hamiltonian i s s omewhat more complicated t han i n t he 
usual Stoner calculation, the dominant effect of the magnetization 
f luctua t i ons i s i ncluded triviall½ so that we can in effect do what 
looks l i ke a zero t emperature cal culation even at t emperatures wher e 
magne t ization f luctua tions are important . 
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To treat single particle properties, we immediately make the 
Hartree-Fock approximation and write a Schrodinger equation for single 
electrons: 
E ~ = (-V2/ 2 + V(r) + A + cr·M(r)~ / 2) ~ 
where~ =jM jU; the z axis is the direction of the expectation of the 
macroscopic magnetization; and + V(r)) Uk 
The unit vector Mis to be specified by spatially varying spherical 
angles,0(r) and ¢(r). Notice that we have set the mass m, n, and the 
volume V of the system to one. 
Because the magnetization varies slowly, we wish to use as the 
unperturbed states in perturbation theory the eigenstates of a 
Hamiltonian in which the magnetization has magnitude jMj but is constant 
in space and time. 
+ + A 
Then <M> = jMje, and the unperturbed Hamiltonian 
z 





-V2/ 2 + MU / 2 
It has unperturbed energies E
0
+(k) = E(k) + MU / 2 and states uk(~J and 
uk(~J. In our present frame of reference, where the spins are 
quantized in the direction of average magnetization, such a scheme is 
not feasible, because the perturbation Hamiltonian: 
+ -(MU/ 2) cose(r) 
+ oH(r) = 
+ 
MU sine(1) ei¢(r) (MU / 2) cose(1) 
is not necessarily a small perturbation: the only quantities we 
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assume to be small are gradients of the magnetization. It is still 
possible to use the unperturbed Hamiltonian above, but to do so we must 
redefine the spinors (~J and (~J by making a rotation to another frame 
of reference. Physically we expect the eigenstates to follow the local 
magnetization; and indeed we find that perturbation theory from the 
eigenstates described above becomes feasible if we transform to a 
representation where the spins+ and tare taken to be not (~] and (tJ 
-+ 
but the eigenvectors of cr •M: 






-i¢(r)/2 J cos(e(r)/2) e 




The phase bis the third Euler angle specifying the magnetization and 
is completely arbitrary. For self-consistency, we require that the 
expectation of the magnetization in the new occupied states reproduce 
the assumed magnetization configuration: this constraint will be 
discussed fully in the next section. 
The Hamiltonian in the rotated frame of reference now contains 
the spatial variation of the magnetization only through the effect of 
the kinetic energy operator on the spatially varying spinors: 
- V2/2 - MU/2 
+ <xt 1-v2 /2 I xt> 
+ 2<xt l-iV/2l xt> ·(-iv) 
<xt l-v2 / 2 lx+> 
+ 2<x l-iV/2lx >·(-iv) t + 
<x+ l-v2 / 2lxt> 
+ 2<x l-iv/2l x >·(-iV) + t 
-v2 /2 + MU/2 
+ <x+l-v2/ 2 lx/ 
+2<x+ l-iv/2l x+>· (-iv) 
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The physical interpretat ion of the rotated Hamiltonian is that the 
electron still responds to the local magnetization by entering states 
which follow approximately parallel or anti- parallel to the local 
magnetization direction; the spatial variation in this direction now 
requires that some price be paid in kinetic energy for the spatial 
variation in the spin orientation. 
The matrix elements of interest are: 
I -+ I I -+ I * ib -+ -+ <xt - iV X+> = <x+ -iV X+> = ie ( V8 / 2 - i sin(8 / 2) Vq, / 2 ) 
<x+l-v2 lx+> = l-iVx+ l2 = {(V8 / 2) 2 + (V¢, / 2) 2 + (Vb / 2) 2 2cos8 V¢, / 2·Vb/ 2} 
<xt l-v2 lx+> = l-iVx+l 2 = {(V8 / 2) 2 + (Vq, / 2) 2 + (Vb / 2) 2 + 2cos8 V¢, / 2·Vb/2} 
In its most convenient form the perturbing Hamiltonian is written: 
We have defined 1 _ ve /2 
-ie+ib 1. C-iv) l 
a 2 / 2 + (-iv - A) 2 + v2 / 2 
-+ 
+ i sin8 Vq, / 2 
and A= (Vb+ cos8 V¢,) 
We can now make use of the arbitrariness of the phase b to simplify 
the Hamiltonian further: we require that A be transverse , that is, 
V·A = 0. Hence V·A = V2b + V· cos8 V¢, = 0 
J 
d 3r I -+ -+ 
orb i s chosen as 41T lr-r' I (Vr 1 ·cos(8 (r'))Vr 1 ¢,(r')) 
Then 
and we find 
-+ 
Vb 
= vr . J --:-d -,3 rr-' ----:,---r--







d 3r' -+ -+ ± - ~-~ V x (V , cos8 x v , ¢,) 
41T I r-r' I r ' r r 
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+ 
Though the A(r) terms of the Hamiltonian give rise to real 
scattering of electrons, they can be ignored in the present calculation 
of the change in band structure and energy gap. Two things are required 
+ + 
if A is to be ignored: though A may alter the motion of the individual 
electrons, it must not alter the underlying band structure and must be 
able to be treated independently of the band structure; and its 
contribution to the total electronic energy must be zero at least to 
second order in the magnetization gradients. 
To demonstrate that the first statement is true, we notice that A 
enters the Hamiltonian as an effective magnetic vector potential, and 
we apply to it the usual treatment of the effect of weak magnetic 
fields on conduction electrons. The magnetic field is to be taken 
account of in the effective mass approximation, as in the standard 
calculations of the Landau diamagnetic susceptibility or cyclotron 
resonance. The basic idea is to find an approximate Bloch state 
of wavevector 1 from the solution at 1 = 0. One derives an effective 
Hamiltonian 
+ 






(k - eA) + V(r) 
C 
where A(r) and V(r) are slowly varying applied potentials, and V(r) 
is zero for our case. The only requirement for the derivation of such 
+ a Hamiltonian is that the vector potential A(r) be slowly varying over 
the space of a unit cell, a requirement certainly met by A(r). The 
effect of the periodic lattice potential is all contained in the 
-1 -1 inverse mass tensor m ; m is, moreover, purely a band property and 
independent of the external fields. Now it can be shown that the 
crystal momentum k can be treated as it if were the actual classical 
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momentum of an electron. A conduction electron behaves like a wave 
->- -+ ;¼ 
packet of momentum k and group velocity v = vkE which obeys the 
-+ -+ 
equation of motion k = e v x H; and it traces out orbits on surfaces 
of constant energy ink-space. The result that we want to use is 
that in the presence of slowly varying fields, the band structure of 
the conduction electrons is calculated first in the absence of such 
fields, and then the response to the fields can be treated without 
modifying the band calculations. -+ In particular, A(r) does induce 
trans itions between states but this has no effect on the Bloch states 
and band energy changes we wish to calculate. 
-+ 
If now we find the effect of A on the total electronic energy 
by doing second order perturbation theory, we find that in the total 
energy the first and second order contributions, each of order A2, 
cancel each other. This effect is again most easily understood in 
terms of equivalent magnetic fields. The contribution of a magnetic 
field to the total energy is the same energy that enters the calcula-
tion of the Landau diamagnetic susceptibility, and it is of order H2 • 
( ~ x A)2 is fourth order in magnetization gradients and can be ignored. 
Therefore we consider only the perturbation Hamiltonian: 
½ a 2 ib -+ ->--e ia· (-iV) 
-ib -+ -+ 
e ia*· (-i'i?) ½a2 
the diagona l term in first order and the terms proportional to a+_ , 
in s econd order. The Bloch state iµkt(r) = uk(r) xt(r) becomes 
-+ -+ 'b 
() + 1 J d 3 <uk'(r) J-ia·(-iV)e
1 
Juk(r) > 
iµ ( r) -+ ljJ r l r ----=-=-- -,--------:-:-;---- ( )J 1 
kt kt k I Et (k 1) _ E i' (k) <xt r "20 + I x/r)> 
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The momentum change (k' - k) caused by the factor eib is again a 
magnetization gradient. Since the matrix element already goes as~. 
also a magnetization gradient, we can consider the transition to be 
ib 
vertical and drop the factor e . Then, using 
we find the new normalized eigenstates to be 
->- ->- -+ -+ 
iJ; + (k) iJ; t (k) 
V •a 
iJ; ,j- (k) vk·a cos k sin --
/j !:,. 
-+ -+ ->- ->-
iJ; (k) = iJ; ,j- (k) cos 
vk•a + iJ; t (k) sin Vk•a - -- --/j !:,. 
Similarly the perturbed energies are: 
dk) 
-
+ + ½a2 
The eigenstates almost follow the local magnetization direction, 
but are slightly tilted away from it. Our expansion pa r ame t er i s 
->- ->-
v · a / !J The condition tha t it be sma ll, VF a / !J << 1, means tha t the 
range of the s hort r ange order mus t be grea ter than about 30 j for 
nickel. This defines the separ a tion be tween the long and s hor t wave-
length fluctuations. 
III Change in Energy Gap and Repopulation of the Bands 
The magnitude of the magnetization vector <nt - nf > is now no 
longer equal to the population difference between the spin split bands, 
but can be calculated in a state /~' > given by populations of the 
eigenstates lj;+ and iJ;_. 
n - n 
t + 
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2 (1.; (k) J cos --- -
t, 
. 2[;.;(k)J sin 
6 
n+ - n 2 I c~.-tck) )7 t:. 
so 
We must next determine the population n+-n- in terms of a 
population difference n~-n~ of a non-fluctuating, or zero temperature, 
ground state. If we consider the magnetization fluctuations to be 
turned on adiabatically, Rayleigh-Schrodinger perturbation theory tells 
us that the unperturbed eigenstates ~t(k) and ~+(k) will pass 
adiabatically into the eigenstates ~+(k) and ~_(k). These populations, 
however, do not correspond to thermodynamic equilibrium. For, consider 
->- -+ 2 the part of the perturbed energy (v·a) / t, : This piece of the energy 
in effect reduces the effective mass of the(-) spin band, and at fixed 
n lowers the chemical potential. Since \;(k) I is different at the 
+ spin Fermi wavevector, the shift in chemical potential at fixed 
occupation of the(+) spin band is different from that of the (- ) 
spin band. Therefore there must take place some repopulation of the 
two bands to keep oµ = oµ . + - The calculation of the repopulation 
must self-consistently take into account the change int,= <IM\ >U as 
well, just as in the Stoner calculation of the change in magnetization 
with temperature. 
There are three contributions to the shift in chemical potential 
oµ+: the explicit change from the repopulation on+/ N+, the change 
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in chemical potential at constant numb er arising from the perturbed 
energy which is 
-+ -+ 
d~ (a·v) 2/ 6N+, and the change in energy 
evaluated at the Fermi surface arising from the change in magnetization 
magnitude, - ½(on+ - on_)U 
-+ -+ - uI (a·v) 2jt,. 2 , 
so 
Thus 
da -+-+ ->- -+ 
-½o(n - n_)U - f-rvr<a·v) 2/('..N + on+/N+ + V L (a,v) 2/ 1:,.2 + V + 
€+ so 
0 ]J +½o (n - n )U + fi~j< a ·v)
2
/ N + on /N V L Cit·v~2/62 + € so 
on+ must equal - on if the total number of electrons is to be unchanged, 
and so we find that 
2 
+ 1 N 2U 
In the strong limit, however, there is an energy gap 6 - JJ between the 
bottom of the empty(-) spin band and the uppermost occupied leve l in 
the (+) spin band. Hence the shift in chemical potential is simply 
the shift in JJ+ at constant n+, and there is no repopulation in the 
strong limit. We can also see this from the expression above, since 
in the strong limit N =O, giving an infinite denominator. 
The energy gap is defined to be the energy necessary to flip a 
spin from(-) to(+) without changing its momentum. The shift in gap 
from its value in the absence of magnetization fluctuations is 
[ -dependent: 
I j ' 
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M(k) 2 I 
so 
The first term comes explicitly from the repopulation and the rest 
from the perturbed energy and change in magnetization magnitude. The 
change in gap is not only small because it is proportional to the 
square of the magnetization gradients; when it is averaged over the 
singly occupied states it is equal to o(n+ - n )U only, and its average 
is strictly zero in the strong limit. 
IV Thermodynamics 
We have so far found the shift in gap and magnetization /M/ in 
terms of the magnetization gradients 111 2 = \ Jve + i sine V¢/ 2 . If 
we want to find the temperature dependence of these quantities to 
compare them to the Stoner results and experiment, we must perform the 
thermodynamic average over the fluctuations. 
At low temperature and small angle e, when there are not many 
spin waves present in the system and the spin waves do not interact, 
the average can easily be done in terms of single spin waves. If a 
->- ->- + 
single spin wave of wavevector q is present in the system, q = V¢ 
and ,i, = Jv sine ei¢ 1 = /vM+I. The angle e is given in terms of the 
number of such spin waves present by 
M - 2v(q) 




where v(q) is the number of spin waves of 
->-
q at temperature T. Hence 
sine 4v(q) / M 
0 
The average is taken by summing over the spin waves with v(q) equal to 




For simplicity we shall not include the repopulation terms, 
which have the same temperature dependence as the rest. Then at 






l \) (q) 
q 
~) 
-+ -+ 2 l (v~q) 
M so 
[ -+ ->- 2 l v(q) (v~q) 
q 
2 = - {v2/ll} l \) (q) q2 3 q 
2 (~~q) 2 ) 
M l 
so 
The average magnetization is proportional to T312 whereas the gap and 
magnetization magnitude decrease only a s T512 . 
It is now interesting to compare these results to Edwards' [ 5 ] 
Fermi liquid theory estimate for the temperature dependence of the 
de Haas-van Alphen frequency. The gap shift of interest to Edwards is 
not the gap for vertical transitions which we have calculated, but 
the quasi-particle energy 
defined as ~N f J v J dQ M (k) 
+ £+ 
or an average gap shift 
Edwards calculates this in the weak limit and finds 
2 ~ ;, v(q) q2 
q 
2 I v(q)[f lvl 
M 
q E:+ 
dQ (v· q) 2 + 
ll 
f JvJ dQ(v~q)2 
£ 
2 
fd s f JvJ dQ (v·q) 2 l ll ll so 
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Our result for this quasi-particle energy is 
1 
M I v(q)r{ ½ fs 
q . + + 
+ 1. I 
N j s 
Eva luated in parabolic bands, this i s 3/2 of Edwards ' r esult. 
As opposed to Edward s , we have cal cula t ed the cha nge in the 
populat i on differ ence n - n se l f - cons i stently, with the energy 
+ -
di f f erence above as the dr iving f orce . This brings in the enha nce-
ment fa c t or 
(1/N+ + 1/N 
which c hanges the coefficient of the t emperature quite a bit. In 
fact, it is this factor which causes the repopulation to vanis h in 
the strong limit. The temperature dependence of the quasi-particle 
energy, however, is T
51 2 
for both calculations. 
In summary, we find that the local properties of the electrons, 
the band splitting and local magnetiza tio~ are relatively insensitive 
to the long range disorder tha t changes the expec t a tion of the 
magne tization, decreasing much more slowly with temperature. The 
r e levant quantity in the ca lculations is not <M>, but rather the 
occupation of the spin eigenstates n+ - n_, which decreases with 
t emp erature only through the direct repopulation of the bands, either 
2 
through the Stoner T mechanism or the repopula tion effect discussed 
above . In the strong limit, both effects a re negligible until high 
t emp eratures. 
At high temperatures many spin waves are present in the s ystem, 
and the averages of the magnetization gradients must be replaced by 
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functional averages, done with the constraint that the magnitude of 
the magnetization does not fluctuate. We have not carried out these 
functional averages, because the constraint represents a mathematical 
problem of great difficulty. The low temperature behavior indicates 
that local properties are relatively insensitive to the temperature 
and this qualitative result can be expected to hold through the Curie 
point. 
V Spin Wave Stiffness and Fluctuation Free Energy 
The difference between the total energy in the presence of the 
fluctuating background and the energy in the non-fluctuating ground 
state is the energy of the fluctuations themselves; and similarly for 
the free energy. The free energy is of interest for two reasons. 
First, it is needed for the thermodynamic average over magnetization 
configurations. As we mentioned in the last section, a function of 
M, O(M), is averaged with the functional integral, 
JVM e-F(M) /kT O(M) 
with F(M) the free energy. Second, the free energy determines the 
Landau-Lifshitz equation of motion for the magnetization. If we find 
the coefficient of IVM l2 in the free energy 
this determines an effective magnetic field 
to which the magnetization can be assumed to respond gyroscopically. 
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->- 2->-= - D M x V M 
and hence that the free energy is proportional to the usual RPA spin 
wave stiffness. 
To find the total energy to O(a2 ) we must take into account 
(1) terms in the eigenenergies that are explicitly proportional to a 2 , 
(2) the energy change arising from the repopulation of levels, and 
(3) a change in the kinetic energy l c (k) n(k,o) arising from 
k, o=+,-
the shift in chemical potential and from the replacement of Fermi 
factors ft +( c (k)) by f+ _(E+ _ (k)). 
' ' ' 
The repopulation makes no contribution to the total energy of 
order oM: it causes a change in kinetic energy 
½oM( c+ - c ) = ½oM ~ 
and a change in magnetic energy -\(2MoM)U -½oM ~. 
Therefore the contribution of the repopulation is only of order (oM) 2 , 
or order a 4 • We must also include the effect of an arbitrary 
deviation of M from its Stoner equilibrium value, which is calculated 
in the same way as the effect of repopulation. Again, therefore, 
there is no contribution of order oM to the energy. The contribution 
of order ( oMJ can easily be evaluated by considering the deviation of 
the population difference from its Stoner value to constitute an 
effective magnetic field, oH = UoM/ µB. The contribution of the field 
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to the energy is - ½(oM)( oH) = ½(oM) 2 / x Precisely as in Sectionlll 
of Chapter 1, x is the Stoner enhanced paramagnetic susceptibility. 
Next we calculate the contribution from the a 2 terms of the 
perturbed energies. We cannot simply add the single particl e energies 
because this would count magnetic interactions twice. Rather, we 
should use the full Hamiltonian: 
H L E(k,o) n(k,o) 
k:, + o= 
+ u 
+ k 2 
In this expression for H, the exchange energy is replaced by its 
Fourier transform representation. Note that the single particle terms 
are now written in the eigenstate representation, but the exchange 
energy involves not the eigenspinors but the spinors which are 
parallel and anti-parallel to the local magnetization. The expectation 
of this Hamiltonian in a state given by populations of (+) and(-) 
electrons will give the total energy in the presence of fluctuations. 
oE l ½a2 + 
all 
- 2 I (v · a) 2 /t, 
so 





Dis the standard RPA expression for the spin wave stiffness. 
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At T=O there is no contribution from the change in kinetic 
energy described above in (3): the change arising from the shift in 
chemical potential exactly cancels that arising from the change in 
Fermi factors. MDa2 is thus the fluctuation energy, and also the 
free energy E - TS. 
At T > 0, the chemical potential shift is driven by both the 
temperature and a 2 , and for low temperature oµ is 
oµ 
For simplicity, we evaluate oµ and oE in the strong limit. The 
corresponding change in the kinetic energy is 4a2n 2T2 
9 t,, µo 
The temperature dependence of MDa2 is - Hence 
E = MDa2 but contains the temperature dependent term with the opposite 
sign. 
It is rather the free energy that contains MDa2 • The entropy 
can be evaluated by using the thermodynamic relation, 
The temperature dependent part of F E - TS is 
The fluctuation free energy can now be written: 






This free energy also has the satisfying property that if we 
minimize the free energy with respect to the number difference n+ - n 
we find that the equilibrium number difference is exactly the result 
of page 28, which we found in an entirely different fashion. That 
the free energy is to be minimized with respect to the number 
difference, rather than the average magnetization or local magnetization 
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magnitude, gives support to the idea that it is the number difference 
between the spin eigenstates that is the significant parameter of the 
problem, rather than the average magnetization or magnetization 
magnitude. 
CHAPTER 3 
SPIN WAVES IN THE PRESENCE OF MAGNETIZATION FLUCTUATIONS 
Armed with our knowledge of the eigenstates and energies in the 
presence of slow magnetization fluctuations, we can now treat the 
effect of such fluctuations on the collective spin flip excitation. 
In the Stoner ground state, where the magnetization does not vary 
in space or time, the collective excitation consists of a small 
differential rotation of the magnetization vector; the magnetization 
is tilted away from its initial direction by a small angle and rotated 
-+ -+ 
about that direction with a phase Q•r-w(Q)t. We have seen that even 
when the magnetization direction varies in space and time, the electrons 
behave very much as if the magnetization were not fluctuating: the 
spins tend to align with the local direction of the magnetization and 
the spin band gap is almost unaltered. We therefore expect a spin flip 
excitation to rotate the magnetization as it did in the simpler case, 
but now away from its local direction. In terms of a wave function 
for the excited state, we expect that the RPA wave function of 
Chapter 1, page 9, l cp a:(p+Q) at(p) 1~
0
> , can be taken over, at 
p 
least approximately, if t and+ are taken to mean up and down with 
respect to the local magnetization direction. 
This wave function could indeed be taken over directly if the 
spin eigenstates+ and - were identical to the locally defined t and+ 
states and the eigenenergies were precisely E+(k) = E(k) + t / 2. The 
Hamiltonian would then have precisely the same form as the Hubbard 




The wave function cannot be taken over directly because of the 
presence in the Hamiltonian of the two vector parameters which 
characterize the background fluctuations, A, an effective magnetic 
-+ -)- ± 
vector potential, and a, the magnetization gradient (Ve+ i sine v~)/2. 
Suppose we make an excitation of the form in the 
presence of the fluctuations. We shall find that the vector~' the 
coefficient of the a and a components of the Hamiltonian, mixes it + -
with excitations of different spin indices and that A mixes it with 
-+ 
excitations of different momenta Q' o These two effects correspond to 
a scattering of the spin wave with the single particle, spin-conserving 
-+ -+ 
excitations and with other spin waves. Because a and A disturb the 
excitation differently, the two effects can be treated separately. In 
this chapter, we shall consider the effect only of the magnetization 
-+ 
gradient a. 
The interaction between the spin wave and the slower magnetic 
fluctuations of the background give rise to a spin wave lifetime and a 
change in the spin wave stiffness D. The spin wave dispersion relation 
is expected to be of the general form 
w(Q) = D Q2 + Ba2Q2 + C(~•Q) 2• 
0 
The problem to be treated in this chapter is the calculation of the 
coefficients C and B. 
-+ • 
If a is taken to correspond to a single spin 
wave, these coefficients provide an expression for the Fermi liquid 
parameter b(Q,Q') in the Fermi liquid energy: 
w(Q) = w (Q) + Ion(k) a(k,Q) 
0 k 
+ I vCQ') b(Q',o) 
Q' 
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The problem of calculating the Fermi liquid parameter b(Q,Q') has 
previously been treated by Izuyama and by Kawasaki[ll] . In their 
+ + 
formulations, a state of two spin waves of momenta p and q is taken to 
be produced by the product of the usual RPA spin wave creation operators 
i· t A (p) and A(q). These operators each satisfy the equation 
= wA t (p) I <I> > 
0 
but not as an operator relation, only when the state <I> is the ground 
0 
state . In this scheme, the interaction energy of the two spin waves is 
a result of the non-commutivity of the spin wave creation operators; 
and the Fermi liquid coefficient is <<!> I [A(p),[A(q),[H,At(q)],At(p)]]]j <I> > . 
0 O 
This sort of calculation does not include the effect of any perturbation 
on the wave function of the excitation. 
We do an RPA calculation of the collective spin flip excitation of 
+ 
momentum Qin a system with a background magnetization fluctuation. We 
take account of the background by using the eigenstates and energies 
previously computed, and a Hamiltonian which takes account of the 
+ a ltere d dynamics associated with the vector perturbation parameter a. 
We us e our knowledge of the eigenstates to write the Hamiltonian in the 
following form: 
H = 
The first term is the(+,-) eigenstate representation of the 1-Iartree-
Fock single particle energy treated in Chapter 2. The second term 
reinsta tes the magnetic interaction -0 MU / 2 as the full two-particle 
z 
interaction; the last term subtracts from the Hubbard interaction its 
approximation in 1-Iartree-Fock, which is already included in the 
e i gene nerg:i.es E+ • 
' 
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We can find the collective excitation by minimizing the expectation 
of this Hamiltonian in a trial wave function for the excited state, 
as on page 9 . We might try to take as the spin flip excitation a 
variational wave function of the form 
In a system where t and+ are identical with+ and - this wave 
function is an appropriate start for a variational calculation; but 
this is true only because the Hamiltonian 
u 
does not mix the spin flip excitation with the spin conserving 
and a~(p+Q) a_(p)J ¢
0
>. Now, however, 
because t and+ contain a mixture of spins+ and - , the Hamiltonian 
does have matrix elements among these excitations, and a variational 
state must also include some admixture of these excitations: 
At (Q)J ¢
0
> = I[cp a~(p+Q) a+(p) + up a:(p+Q) a+(p) 
p 
The equations of motion for the coefficients cp, u, and d are now 
p p 
coupled together. 
We can do precisely the same calculation by looking for a pole 
in the dynamical susceptibility 
t R 
;. << a+(p+Q) a (p);S_(-Q) >> 
p 
and this is the form in which the calculations will be presented. The 
perturbation in the wave function of the spin wave corresponds to 
coupling between the susceptibilities X+- and 
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p 
We must stipulate that the excitation whose dispersion relation 
we calculate be of shorter wavelength than the fluctuations of the 
background. If the background varies faster than the excitation 
superposed on it, it will be a serious error to ignore the time 
dependence of the background fluctuations. 
Some care also must be taken in including a coupling with the 
t 
susceptibilities X-++ and X __ , or with the wave functions a+(p+Q) a+(p) 
t and a_(p+Q) a_(p). The susceptibility x = X + x p -++ itself actually 
has a pole at the plasma frequency which does not appear in our 
calculation because we have used an eff ective short ranged potential. 
This is a very high frequency excitation and its contribution to the 
spin wave dispersion relation is suppressed. Therefore, we must 
constrain the variational wave function not to contain density 
oscillations, or the susceptibility not to interact with that part of 
which gives rise to the plasmon. The coupling with the 
density oscillations can and will be removed explicitly from the 
equa tions of motion. 
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II Equations of Motion for the Dynamical Susceptibility 
We define a dynamical susceptibility 




and find the spin wave dispersion relation by finding a pole at low 
frequency in the susceptibility X-1-(Q,w). The equation of motion for 
XaS (p,Q, w) is 
wxaS (p,Q, w) 
t <<a (p+Q) a
0
(p);S (-Q) >> 
1 a µ - equa times 
+ << [a: (p+Q) a
6
(p),H];S (-Q) >>R 
Because we a re looking for a pole in4_, we can ignore the equal times 
commuta tor as an inhomogeneous term. 
The result of taking the commuta tor [a: (p+Q) a
6
(p),H] is a 
two-particle operator; if this is treated in the Hartree-Fock 
approximation, the commutator can be written again in terms of 
s usceptibilities and we find equations of the general form 
wxaS (p,Q,w) {ES(p) - Ea (p+Q)} xaS (p) 
ffa (p+Q) - fo(p)} l faS µv (p,p') Xao (p') 
µ p' , µ 
In general r is a function of both p and p' and is non-zero for aS , µv 
a ll values of the indices aS ,µ v . If (+,-) were identical with (t,+), 
r+- would very simply be o+ o and the only equation of interest , µv µ v-
would be : 
ff+(p+Q) - f_(p)} I X+_(p') 
p' 
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But (+,-) are not identical with (t, +) and, for example, 
k·a 
t
->- ->-J cos -ti- a!(k) + k·a t t
,+ ->-J sin -ti- a_ (k) 
The interaction Hamiltonian I a \k+q) at(k) a \k'+q) a (k) 
kk' q t + + 
written in the (+, - ) representation is not of the same form as in 
the (t,+) representation, but is rather a complicated object which 
contains 2 4 terms representing all the mixtures of+ and - in the 
original (t,+) operators. It can be conveniently written: 
U I At (k+q) at(k+q) a (k) AT (k) x 
kk'q a a S St 
A,y(k'-q) at(k' - q) a (k') AT (k') 
y y o o+ 
The matrix A(k) which transforms between the (+,-) and (t,+) 
representations is 
A(k) 
(k ->-J cos ~a • 1k·ii] Slnl---z-
(k·1J 
- sinl~ lk ->-J cos ~a 
Terms in the Hamiltonian which come from the off-diagonal terms of A(k) 
give rise to coupling among susceptibilities of different spin 
indices. The easiest way just to see how the mixing comes about is 
to think of the equivalent variational calculation described previously. 
t t There is now a term in H proportional to, for example, a+ a+ a+ a 
and this has a matrix element between excitations a~ a+ and at a 
+ + 
Precisely the analogous thing occurs in the equations of motion 
for the susceptibilities. 
The details of the calculation of the equations of motion are 
given in Appendix 1. These equations are: 
wx 
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{f+(p+Q) - f_(p)} I, (1 - {(p-p~~·a} 2 
p 
{f+(p+Q) - f_(p)} I 
p' 
+ {f+(p+Q) - f_(p)} I 
p' 
+ 




(p-p I -Q) •a 
I':, 
+ {f+(p+Q) - f+(p)} I x __ Cp') 
p' 
{E_(p) - E_(p+Q)} X __ 
+ {f_(p+Q) - f_(p)} l 
p' 
(p '-p-Q). a 
I':, 
+ {f_(p+Q) - f _(p)} I x++<p') 
p' 
X 
(Q·a)2J ( ') 
t:,2 X+_ P 
(p I) 
It will prove useful to represent these equations in the very schematic 
form: 
raB,µ\J Xµ \J(p') 
Da.13 
D "'B is the energy difference {w - EB (p) + E (p+Q)}; r B is a 
"" a a , µ\! 
function of p and another momentum p'. ->-The variable p' is understood 
to be summed over, as are repeated spin indices. 
We must now consider the problem of the density fluctuations. The 
s hort range interaction uI. n. t n., really has its origin in the long 
l l l y 
range Coulomb interaction which gives rise to the plasmon. The plasmon 
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dominates in the susceptibility x-++ + x __ and, we claim, suppresses 
the mixing of this susceptibility with X+-· The inclusion of a long 
range potential in the Hamiltonian would suppress the interaction of 
the density fluctuations with the spin wave, but it would also lead 
to great complications in solving these coupled equations of motion. 
It is not known exactly how to treat the long range potential in this 
way. We can, however, suppress the density fluctuations explicitly. 
At present we have, in the (t,+) frame of reference, four 
equations of motion for Xt+' X+t' X
0 
= XP and 
1 
y - {x x } - x More succinctly, we have equations for four "rn - 2 tt- tt - z· 
i i i i 
quantities x , where xab = x crab and the CT are the three Pauli 
matrices and the unit matrix. We shall insist that the terms which 
have been omitted from our equations because the long potential has 
been omitted from H have the effect of suppressing x . Removing x 
0 0 
from the equations will lead to a slight modification of the matrix 
elements r . 
a B, JJV 
Let us begin with the equations of motion in the (+,-) representa-
tion in the schematic form given above: 
xaB(p) 
t 
Since XaB (p) = <<aa(p+Q) 
r 
= aB ,JJV ( ') 
D XlJV p 
a B 
R a B(p);S_(-Q) » and we know how to transform 
a(p)'s with the matrices A(p), we can easily write a corresponding 
equation of motion in the (t,+) representation. (The convention will 
be that Roman letters signify that the indices are tor+ , Greek 
signify+ or - .) 
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Such an equation of motion is 
Now we define Xab i i 1 2 3 X 0 ad "t h · f x ' ' from ab n wri et ree equations or 
0 
which x has been eliminated. These are, form= 1,2,3: 
m 
X 
If we transform these equations back to the (+,-) representation, 
the equations of motion become: 
T ra'B' ,µv i i T 
!\,..,,a' (p+Q) --~- !\ (p'+Q) X 0 !\ (p') 
"' DaB µm mn nv 
Defining 
'\, 
\is - { A (p '+Q) !\T(p')}aB {!\T(p'+Q) !\(p')} I I 1 XaB µ V 2 Xµ'v' 
we find 
r 
1 T fa'B',µv '\, { a B,µv {!\(p+Q) !\T(p)}aB{!\(p+Q) } \ xs DaB -2 !\ (p)}a'B' Da' B' 
It is useful to make one last redefinition, 
then 
and this is the modified equation of motion. The matrix 1\1\T is very 




s in Q·a 
6 





Then, to order a 2 , the equations of motion become: 




{f+(p+Q) - f _{p) } r. [1 - { (p~~·)·a ) 2 - i,<\~4 x+_(p') 
{f+(p+Q) - f_(p)} l 
p' 
{f+(p+Q) - f_(p)} l 
p' 
{f+(p+Q) - f_(p) } l 
p' 
(p I -p+11Q) • a 
X (p I) 6 
~-p-½Q) ·a 
x++ (p I) 6 
(p-p'-½Q)·a 
6 X+_ (p I) 
{ E (p) E (p+Q) } X 




These differ f r om the origina l equations only ver y slightly ; only the 
manne r in which Q appears in the ma trix e l ements r has changed. 
aB ,µv 
The secular equa t i on f or t he s p i n wav e f r equency is now obta ined 
by directly s ubst i tuting the expressions for x++ and x 
equation. Then an approxima t e solution f or X+-: 
X+_ (p) f +(p+Q) - f _ (p ) 
D+_ ( p) 
into the X+-
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is inserted in the p' sums which are already explicitly of order a 2 • 
-+ 
Summing over momenta p, we find the secular equation: 
1 







f+(p+Q) - f_(p) 
E (p) - E+(p+Q) - w 
f (p+Q) - f (p) 
I + -E (p) - E+(p+Q) - w E pp' 
f - (p¼-Q) - f + (p') 
w - E_ (p') + E_ (p'+Q) + i/'r 
f (p'+Q) - f (p') 
[(p-p'·a)" (Q·ai'] + -
(p') - E + (p'+Q) t>,2 + w - w 
[u i 
f\., f\., 
f (p+Q) - f+(p) 
(j>-p~½Q). a J 
E (a) - E (p+Q) - w 
0 
2 
- lim I 
f +(p+Q) - f+(p) h f_(p+Q) - f+(i) ('p-p+½Q) . a I u E (~) - E (~+Q) -p' w - E+(p) + E+(p+Q) + i/T (J\ 6 T-+= 0 
The evaluation of the shift in the spin wave stiffness now becomes 
a question of fortitude. The denominators {E_(p) - E+(p+Q) - w} can 
be expanded in powers of 1/6 and all the integrations carried out to 
Consider first the unperturbed secular equation: 
1 
u I f+Cp+Q) - f_Cp) 
p E_(p) - E+(p+Q) - w 
If the occupations and energies are the ordinary Stoner ground state 
occupations and energies, this is the usual secular equation with 
w = DQ 2 as a solution. However, the energies E+(p) contain terms 
proportional to (p·a) 2 /6 ; and the occupations are Fermi functions of 
the perturbed energies. In the strong limit there is an O(a2 ) shift 
in the chemical potential necessary to keep the number equal to its 
Stoner ground state value; in the weak limit there is another O(a2 ) 
shift in chemical potential which comes about because of the 
J 
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repopulation of the spin states. Each of these make a contribution 
to w proportional to Q2a 2 or (Q·a) 2. 
The perturbation terms explicitly proportional to a 2 are 
relatively simple. Because they are already proportional to a 2 , the 
integrals can be evaluated using the Stoner ground state occupations; 
and basically w is just proportional to the sum of these integrals. 
The last two terms are integrations over the+ and - spin Fermi 
s urfaces with denominators that do not contain the gap 6. That is, 
the denominators may vanish, giving the integral some imaginary part: 
the s pin wave thus can decay into an excitation of the type 
at(p+Q) a (p) I~ > , a single spin particle hole pair. a a o 
The evaluation of the change in 6 is presented in Appendix 2. It 
has been done for the strong limit and parabolic bands: the shift 
could also be evaluated fairly easily in the weak limit for parabolic 
bands if that were of interest. The parabolic band approximation is 
r eally an unrealistic description of nickel. It has been used 
because it is the only way to extract some information from these 
otherwise very complicated integrals. Hence any numerical result of 
s uch a calculation cannot be taken too seriously. We want rather 
to have a good idea of the order of magnitude of the shift in the 
stiffness and an understanding of its origin and structure. 
We find that 
w D Q2 
0 
+ 
2D a 2 
0 
2 
3 (Q • a) 
n 
2 
2 2 (Pp + Q a 362 
3 2 
4p 2 (Q·a) 
F 
y 2 
. 2(66pF 6pF J 
(Q a) 17563 - 562 
The inverse lifetime due to scattering with the spin conserving 
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excitations t a (p+Q) a (p) J~ > is 
a o o 
1/T 
2 -+ -+) 2 
= 31rDoQ _ (a x Q 
4pFQ Q2 
The s hift in Dis, in part, similar to the result of Izuyama. 
In particular, the terms of order 1 / 6 3 are identical to his,and the 
terms of order 1 / 6 2 are similar. The terms proportional to 1 / s F do 
not appear in a calculation that does not take account of the spin 
wave scattering from the single particle excitations. 
In the strong limit this calculation gives a positive coefficient 
5 / 2 
for the T term of the spin wave stiffness. The spin wave stiffness 
is expected to decrease with temperature and in fact it does, because 
of the temperature dependence of the usual RPA expression for D. In 
parabolic bands 
~ 




and D has a t emperature dependence 
0 
We wish now to make a numerical estimate for the effect of the 
background on the spin wave s tiffness. Let us first perform the 
angular average over the momenta of the background fluctuations. Then, 




- D T2 + --r 1 D2 a 
The average of t h e b ackground a
2 
will give a T512 temperature dependence : 




In the approximation of parabo lic bands for nickel, a strong ferro-
magnet, we can now make a n estimat e for the coefficients D1 and n2 . 
We n eed to know the parameters: 
n+ - n = 0. 6 x number of atoms; 
m = 5.5 rn; 6 = 0.4 eV ; µ = 0.27 eV ; 
e 
22 -3 
number of atoms/volume= 9.14xlO cm . 
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h • 0 8 X 10-6 Ten we estimate D
1 
= . This can be 
compared to the result of Izuyama's formulation, D
2
(Izuyama) 
As order of magnitude estimates, these are both in accord with the 
only experimental values available, which come from spin wave resonance 
experiments. 
A numerical estimate for the lifetime is similarly, 
1/, 0.75 x 10-9 eV A Q TS/ 2 
The term -2Da 2 of w comes as something of a surprise, as it seems 
to violate rotational invariance. The spin wave creation operator for 
Q = 0 should simply rotate the whole system and hence should have no 
energy change associated with it. The interpretation of this term is 
the subject of the next section. 
III Spin Wave Dispersion Relation and Rotational Invariance 
We make two claims about the term -2Da2 in the spin wave 
frequency w: First, in the Fermi liquid case of independent spin 
waves, when we are trying to compute the interaction energy of two 
single spin waves and w is certainly expected to have a rotationally 
invariant form, w does in fact have such a form in the fixed frame 
of reference; the term -2Da
2 
is cancelled by an explicit time 
dependence of the creation and annihilation operators which we have 
not yet taken into account. Second, the appearance of such a 
Q-independent term in w is nevertheless a real physical effect, when 
we are dealing with background fluctuations of large amplitude. The 
spin wave creation operator at Q = 0 does not rotate the spins about 
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a fixed axis, but about a locally determined axis. Hence even at 
Q 0, the spin wave creation operator makes a differential rotation 
and in general has some energy associated with it. 
Before we discuss the time dependence of the collective excitation, 
we should examine the time dependence of the spinors themselves. 
Recall that the t spinor is defined as e- ib / 2 [ cos(e / 2)e- i¢ /
2 1 
sin(e/2)e+i¢ / 2 J • 
The phases¢ and b have been understood to be the time independent 
-+-+ -+-+ 
quantities q·r and q·r cose respectively. Such a magnetization 
configuration cannot be time independent, however; the phase¢ is in 





0 and VM+ = + i V¢ sine e±i¢ = i 
these equations are ae / at = 0 
sine a¢ / 3t = - sine cose D (17¢)2 
-+ -+ 2 The n ¢ = q·r-at, with a= D case q . 
Now for the Fermi liquid case, where e is constant and small, 
it makes sense to look at the collective excitation in the fixed 
frame of reference; and it is the frequency of the excitation in this 
frame which s hould be in accord with the general form required to 
give rotational invariance of the energy. The wave function of the 
exci tation i s 
e-iw(Q)t {\ t l cp a_(p+Q) a+(p) 
p 
+ 
Now to transform to the fixed frame of reference, we need 
We have defined 
and 
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-i (b+¢)t / 2 
cos(8 / 2) e a+l (k- q1 ) 






cos(8 / 2) e a _1 (k+q1) 




q(l - cos8) / 2 
->- -+ 
q(l + cos8) /2 
To lowest order in q and 8, the excitation in the fixed frame is: 




- i ( w ( Q) +b+ ¢) t i· 
e l cp+q (Q) a_1 (p+Q+2q1) a+1 (p) 
p 1 
-+ 
In the fixed frame, one sees an excitation of momentum Q' and w(Q' ) 
with a dispersion relation: 
w(Q ') = w (Q) + 2Da2 
0 
That is, in the fixed frame, to order 82 
2 2 2 2 -+ -+ 2 2 
D (Q-2q1) - 2D a + BQ a + C(Q•a) + 2D a 0 0 O w(Q) 
2 The term -2Da has disappeared, but the Fermi liquid coefficients 
Band Care unchanged. 
-+ -+ 2 
The term -2q•Q sin 8/2 is not ruled out by 
the requireme nt of rotational invariance. The frequency must take 
a rotationally invariant form only after an isotropic average of the 
-+ 
background q's is performed; after this average is done, any term 
-+ ->-
proportional to q·Q will disappear. 
Nex t, we would like to show that such a term nevertheless is 
in general a r eal physica l effect and that it has its origin in the 
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non-linea rity of the equations of motion for the magnetization. We 
s ha ll s olve the Landau-Lifshitz equation for a small amplitude 
excita tion which is superimposed on a fluctuating backgrounrl. Then 
in the frame of reference determined by the Euler angles 8(r), ¢(r), 
and b(r), the magnetization has a time dependence eint with 
n = w(Q) - 2D a2 . Simply to demonstrate that such a term appears in n , 
0 
it suffices to examine the simplest possible case, which is that of 
8 constant and small. 
+ + + 
Le t M = M + M' 
0 
+ 
M being itself a solution of the Landau-o 
+ 
Lifshitz equation and representing the fluctuating background. M is 
0 
to be described by e , 
2 
¢ = q·r-wt, w = D q . 
0 
Then the Landau-Lifshitz 




= -D {M' x v2M 
0 0 
+ 




iD0 {e-i¢(q2+ v2)M' z sine 
at 2 + 
aM' 
ei¢(q2 + V2)M' } 
ei¢ M' + D {i q 2sine - i case V2M' ei¢V2M' } - + i sine a t 0 z + 
Taking for a solution M' + 
i¢ = e A+' the equations become: 
2 + + i D
0 






2 sine D0 {(V
2 + 2iq~V)A+ + complex conjugate} 
z 
At cos e 1, a solution is A+ = e i¢ q2 + 2q•Q. 
For cos 8 # 1, we can find an approximate solution by treating sine 
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as a perturbation. We take A+ 
i<p I 
e + ia sin </>
0 
and <I> '= Q·r - (q;i-on)t. 
a and oQ are to be determined, and are proportional at least to sin0. 
The M equation is now - aM /at = sin0 Q sin</>; and 
Z Z 0 
Mz cos(j)
0 
sin 8 . The real and imaginary parts of the A+ equation 
determine a and Q, to give: 
Q + oQ = Q2 + 2q·Q - sin2 8 q•Q 
0 
Now we wish to examine the phase of M + as seen in the frame of 
reference given by angl es</> , b, and 8. M' is a rather complicated 
object. However, it consists of some wave ei¢' plus other terms 
proportional to sin28, so it will be sufficient to examine the term 
proportional to one. 
i(j) i<I>' _ i(Q'·r - w(Q')t 
Now M+ is simply e e = e . 
-+ -+ -+ 
Q' is easily seen to be Q - q cos0 and 
w(Q ') = 2 2D a • 
0 
Thus the appearance of this form of the energy in the expression 
for the e nergy in the rotated frame is a natura l consequence of the 
non-linearity of the equations of motion. 
CHAPTER 4 
SPIN WAVE-SPIN WAVE SCATTERING 
In this chapter we treat the random magnetic vector potential which 
has up to now been ignored. As opposed to the effect of! on the 
spin wave treated in the last chapter, taking account of A does not 
have an effect on the Fermi liquid parameters, because A is zero 
unless there are present in the system at least two distinct spin 
-+ -+ 
waves of wavevectors q1 and q2 not in the same direction. If we now 
impose a shorter wavelength excitation Q on the system, the random 
magnetic field will l ead to a spin wave lifetime resulting from the 
fo llowing spin wave-spin wave scattering: 
Q 
q1 ·_/ 
It will first be of interest to calculate the effective vector 




and q 2 . 
-+ 
Recall that A is 
-+ -+ -+ 
V I X (V ,cose XV ,¢) 
r r r 
We create a two-spin wave state by making two successive rotations of 
the magnetization with the rotation operators associated with the 
-+ -+ 
spin waves q1 and q 2 . These rotations tilt the angle 8 by the small 
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-+ -+ amount e = 2/M and rotate about the z-axis by cj>. = q. •r. To find 
0 1. 1. 
the angles e (r) a nd cj> (r) we examine the spinor produced by these two 
successive rotations. Such a resultant spinor is to order 8 
0 
:eih + ei•z) 1 
1 /•] t -i2 sine sin½e 0 
-1[ sincp1 + sincp 2 l The angle cj> tan coscp 1 coscp 2 + 
-+ ->- + 
and 'v c/> = ½(ql + q2) 
Similarly, s in½8 ½ sin8
0 
{(sinc/>
1 + sin¢ 2)




) 2} 2, 
-+ e2 -+ -+ giving 'vcos8 sin(c/>1 c/>2) (ql - q2) 0 
-+ + Q') ->- q X (q X -+ + -+ 
Then A(r) q2 cos (q•r) - A cos (q•r) 0 
->- -+ -+ + -+ -+ -+ 
defining q as (q
1 
- q 2) and Q' as ½(q1 + q 2). Thus A 0 unless 




are distinct . In general, 8
0 





Now we would like to find the effect of such a vector potential 
->- -+ 
on the spin wave lifetime, treating A independently of a, which was 
treated in the last chapter. 
The method for finding the contribution to the spin wave lifetime 
is precisely tha t us ed in Chapter 3: we look for a pole in the 
+ 
transverse s usceptibility X+-· Since it is a that mixes the spins 
parallel a nd anti-parallel t o the local magnetization direction to 
make new spin eigensta t es, we need not worry about which spin 
representation we should use. On the other hand, the vector potential 
has caus ed us to lose translational invariance, so that we must work 
with a mor e general susceptibility: 
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x (q,Q) <<S.1..(q);S (-Q) >> 
' -
+ + 
with q not necessarily equal to Q. Again we write equations of 
mo tion f or the susce ptibility X+_(Q,Q), ignoring the inhomogeneous 
t e rms , 
<< [S+(Q),H];S_(-Q) >> 
a nd we find equations for X by making a Hartree-Fock approximation on 
th e right ha nd s ide. 
The vec tor potentia l term of the Hamiltonian 





) {o (k - k ' ,q) + o(k - k' ,-q)} 
has two effects. First, Hkk' mixes x(Q,-Q) with x(Q +q,Q) and 







(k2) > and this is no longer simply o(k ,k) f(k) 1 2 a 1 ' 
because these Bloch states are no longer eigenstates of the Hamiltonian; 
+ 
the Green's function has been modified by A also. This too will 
r e sult in mixing of x (Q,Q) and x(Q ± q,-Q). The mixing of suscep-
tibilities in these equations of motion then gives rise to a 
pe rturbation of the spin wave frequency was it did in the previous 
chapt er. 
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II Modification of the Green's Function 
-i-
We shall want to know the modification of <a (k) a (k') > 
(J (J 
when we do the Hartree-Fock approximation. Any change which makes 
+ -),-k # k' will a lso couple the susceptibility x (Q,Q) to x (Q ± q,Q) and 
so such a cha nge s hould be calculated to order \A\ only. A change 
in <at(k) a (k') > proportional to 8 (k - k') should be calculated to 
(J (J 
order A2 • 
<at(k) a(k') > can be written as the Green's function G(k,t;k',t+E:) 
and Fourier transformed 
<a-i-(k) a (k') > = J ~~ eiwe G(k,k' , w) 
Such an expression is useful, because it is known in the theory 
of superconductivity how to treat the effect of a weak magnetic field 
V x A on this Green's function. An approximate Green's function can 
b h to be
[ 12 J 
es own 
G(r,r' , w) 
ici> (r,r') 
e G (r,r' , w) . 
0 
G is the Green's function in the absence of the magnetic field, and 
0 
<l> ( r, r ') is 
<l> (r,r') = e {A(r) + A(r')}•(t - t ') 2 C 
For our situation, this quantity is {cos(q•t) + cos(q•i')}A
0
•(i - i')/2. 
Therefore 
J
dw - i we:: J 3 d 3r' . . 
2
1T e d r exp{ik•r-il<·r' +<1> (r,r')}G
0
(r-r', w) 
We expand exp{i<l> (r,r'll in powers of \A \ and calculate <at(k) a (k') > 
to the appropriate order in \A\. 





d 3Rd 3r ~o~ G (r w) {cos +q• (R~) + cos f 
·! + + 
2 0 ' 2 
q•(R r )}eik,(R+½\ 
2 
exp{il< •(R ~)} 
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-+ -+ -+ 
The integration over the variable R = (r + r')/2 gives the delta 
f unctions 
I~~ e-iWE A•Vk fd 3r cos(q·;/ 2) {o (k - k' + q) + o(k - k' - q) } x 
-+ ->- ->-
G (r, w) exp{i(k + k')·r/2} 
0 
-+ -+ 
The cos (q •r /2) can now be dropped, since it merely displaces the 
-+ 
Gr een' s function by ±q and the modification is already computed here 
to orde r jA j. Hence this term is 
{ o(k - k' - q) + o (k - k' + q) } A· vk f(k) 
The second t erm in the expansion of the exponential is similarly 
treat ed. This gives 
This i s proportional tojAj 2 and so we are only interested in the part 
of this proportional to o (k - k'). -+ -+ Again, a cos(q•r/2) merely 
dis places the va lue of k at which the Green's function is evaluated 
a nd s o to correc t order can be replaced by 1. Then this second 
or der t erm i s o (k - k') (A•Vk) 2 f(k) . 
The modified expectation of at(k) a(~) is hence 
<at (k) a(k') > = o (k - k'){f(k) + (A· V) 2 f(k)} 
+ { o (k - k' - q) + o (k - k' + q) } A·V f(k) 
It s hould be noted that these changes in the distribution, though 
they will affec t the equations of motion, do not change the numbers 




Equa tion of Motion for the Susceptibility X+_ (q,Q) 
We a f h r e now pr epa r ed to treat the equation of motion or t e 
general s uscept i bility x (q,Q): 
X(p;q, Q) 
The commuta t or w1·th t he single particle Hamiltonian 
l d k) n(k, cr ) 
k cr 
+ 
is ver y s imple in fo r m. As usual, it gives a difference between 
the ene r gy a t p a nd the energy at p + ~- The term Hkk ' does the same, 
except tha t since it i s zero except fork = k' ± q, it mixes the 
s usceptibility x (p; q, Q) with x (p;q±q,Q) . Hence the single particle 
contr ibution to the right hand side is: 
{ E (p) E(p + q) } x (p;q,Q) +1 x CP + q;q - q,Q) + p• 
0 




p· A x Cp - q,q + q,Q) 
0 





{E(p) - E(p + q)} x (p;q,Q) -+ ( -+ 7 ) ( - Q) + A • 2p + q X p;q - q, 
0 
+ -+ -+ --z-Ao • ( 2p + q) x (p,q + q , Q) 
In the t e rms coming f rom the commutator with the two- particle 
Hamiltonian we f ee l the effect of the modification of the Green's 
f unc tion . This commuta tor make s a contribution to the right hand side 
o f the equa t i on o f motion: 
U l {<at (k ) a (k ') > - <a t (k) a (k') > 
kk' + + 
x (p;q + k - k',Q) 
- U l {<a!(p + q + \ ) a+(p + q) > 
p' \ 
t <a _ (p +\)a (p) > x (p' ;q -\,Q) 
As we no t ed a bove , the modification of the Green's function does not 
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change the . h 1 spin magnetiza tion; ther efore, the first term is t e uSua 
ba
nd 
gap t erm of the energy difference {E_(p) - E+(p + q) }. the 
seco
nd 
t erm leads t o an additiona l coupling of x (Q,Q) wi th x(Q ± q,Q). 
The equation of motion is now: 
{w - E(p) + E(p + q) - ~) x (p;q,Q) 
[ - u {f (p + q) - f (p) } + -
+ (A·V)2f (p + q) - (A·V)2f (p) J I x (p',q,Q) 
+ - p ' 
-'r -+ * ) + A •(2p + q) x (p;q + q,Q 
0 
+ { UA•Vf (p + q) + UA•Vf (p) } \ { x (p;q + q,Q) + x (p;q - q,Q) } + - l 
p' 
Now we can part i cular ize these to equations of motion for x (p;Q,Q) and 
t he t wo susceptibilities with which it mixes, x (p;Q + q,Q) and 
x (p ; Q - q, Q). To s implif y the notation, let us define 
X (0) - l x (p';Q,Q) - l x (p ' ,o) 
p' p' 
x (q) - l x (p';Q + q,Q) - l x (p ' ,q) 
p' p' 
Then the equations a r e : 
and 
{w - E(p) + E(p + Q + q) - ~) x (p,q) = 
- u {f+(P + Q) - f_(p)} x (q) 
+ u (~ · Vf+ + A·Vf_) x (O) + A· (2p + Q) x (p,O) 
0 
{w - E(p) + E(p + Q) - ~) x (p,O) = U {f+(p + Q) - f (p) } x (O) 
+ u CA·vf + A·vf) {x Cq) + x C-q)} 
0 + 0 -






f+(p + Q + q) - f_(p) 
E(p) + E(p + Q + q) - 6 
and note that 
1 + UY (q) 
0 
D(q + Q) 2 - w 
Then x (p,q) has a solution 
l •(2t + ~) x (p,O) + ucl ·Vf+ + l ·Vf ) x (O) 
0 0 0 -
W - E(p) + E(p + Q) - 6 
l {f+(p + Q) - f_(p)}U 
+ l _+_ U_Y-(q) w - E(p) + E(p+Q) - 6 f
d 3 , l •(2p4-Q) x (p',O) + u(l•Vf+ + l-vf) 
p w-o - E(p') + E(p4-Q) - 6 
This can be i nserted into the equation for x (p,O) to give: 
{w - E(p) + E(p + Q) - 6} x (p,O) = - u{f+(P + Q) - f _ (p) } x (O) 
+ 
-+ -+ -+ -+ 
2U(A•Vf + A•Vf ) 
0 + 0 -
1 + UY (q) 
0 
-+ -+->- -+-+ -+-+ 
I 
A0 (2p'+Q) x (p' ,0) + U(t\jVf+ + 1\jVf_)x(O) d 3p I 
W - E(p) + E(p' + Q) - 6 
-+ ->- -+ 
2U{f+(p + Q) - f _(p) } A0 (2p + Q) + ----~~--------~--:- X 
{l + UY (q) }{w - E(p) + E(p + Q) - 6} 
0 
X 
->- -+ -+ -+ -+ ->- -+ 
f 
Ao (2p'+Q) x(p' ,0) + U(AOVf+ + 1\jVf_) x (O) 
d 3p I 
W - E(p') + E(p' + Q) - 6 
The secular equation is now found by t aking an approxima t e solution: 
x (p,O) 
- U{f (p + Q) - f (p)} x (O) + -
W - E(p) + E(p + Q) - 6 
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+ and integrating on the variable p. This gives : 
~ u I f +( p + Q) 1 w - E: (p) + - f (p) -E:(p + Q) - 6 
1~ c2p+Q){~_<p+Q) - ~Cp)}l 
w - E:(p) + E:(p+Q) - 6 
0 + 0 -
+ 1 + 
-+-+ +-+ ) ]2 U(A·Vf + A•Vf_ ) 
- E: (p) + E: (p+Q) - 6 
The integrals are easily done once again by expanding the denominators 
in powers of 1/ 6 and replacing w by DQ2 in the corrections to the 
unperturbed secular equation . Then 
0 = w/ 6 
+ 2 u J d 3 P Ao . c 2 P + q) [u c!. v f + . + ) ! . c 2 p+Q) { ~_c p+Q) -~ } l 










(-A~ ( 2p+Q){ ~_(p+Q) - t(p)} _u_(_A~~-Vf_+:___+_A_·_V_f-:-_)--:-, J] 2 
p l { w - E:( P) + E:( p+Q) - 6} 2 + w - E:( p) + E:( p+Q) - 0 
The first integral correction to the unpe rturbed secular equation gives 
2 2 
a purely real correction to the spin wave energy, proportional to Q A · 
In principle, this correction is of the same order of magnitude as 
the correc tions found in Chapter 3 and should be included with that 
result . In a Fermi liquid theory, however, where a background of a 
single s pin i s considered, this term is in any case zero, since it 




The part of the correction of interest is the imaginary part, 
which is an inverse lifetime. -+ We can rewrite A in terms of the two 
0 
-+ -+ 
spin waves of the background, q1 and q 2
. The lifetime of the spin 
->-
wave Q is then a sum over the spin waves of the background, 
1/T 
X 
->- -+ -+ ->-
( q l - q2)x{(ql - q2)x 
jql - q2l 2 
This expression for the lifetime, or for the scattering vertex 
proportional to 




The reader may notice that the real part of the integral above 
2 
has a leading term proportional to A only, which would seem to lead 
to a real correction to DQ
2 
which is proportional to DA2 . In fact, 
no such correction is present because of a cancellation between 
the purely real correction tow and the real part of the integral 
over the scattering vertex. 
The former can easily be integrated to lowest order to give 
- 8DA2 . We want to compare this to the real part of the scattering 
-+ -+ 
integral, and to do this an angular average of q1 and q 2 
must be 
taken. The angular average is -8D (2/3) ½ (q
1
+q 2)
2 • This is 
precisely cancelled by the leading term of the angular average of 
the scattering vertex. The details of the integration can be found 
in Appendix 3. 
CHAPTER 5 
smIMARY 
Let us now return our attention to the experiments which we 
originally se t out to understand. 
1) The spin band gap, as seen in de Haas-van Alphen measurements, 
does not decrease in proportion to the average magnetization, but 
much more slowly. 
2) Spin waves of short wavelength propagate above TC with a 
s tiffness reduced only to about half its zero temperature value. 
3) Even above the Curie temperature, magnetic degrees of 
freedom play a role in determining thermodynamic properties. 
In chapter 2, we found that eigenstates in the presence of a 
fluctuating magnetization b.ackground are almost parallel or anti-
parallel to the local magnetization direction. By transforming to 
the f rame of the local magnetization, we take into account most of 
the effect of the fluctuations. The effect of the fluctuations in 
this frame appears only as a slight tilt of the eigenspinors away 
from the direction of local magnetization and as small shifts in 
the + and - spin energies. As the temperature increases and the 
average magnetization decreases, a population difference can still 
be maintained between spin split bands, the bands now being defined 
in t e rms of spin directions in or opposite to the direction of the 
local magnetization. The change from the zero temperature value 
of the average gap for vertical transitions in not proportional to 
the change in the macroscopic magnetization, but rather is proportional 
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only to a small repopulation of the spin bands. At low temperature 
this repopulation is only weakly dependent on temperature, being 
· 1 512 f d. f proportiona to T or an or inary erromagnet and exponentially 
small for the strong limit . At high temperature, to find the 
temperature dependence of the average gap, it is necessary to perform 
a functional integration which we are not able to evaluate. 
Nevertheless, our qualitative result remains that the magnetization 
and gap decrease as ot/6 ~ (q•;) 2/t2 which may certainly be small 
even above TC. Thus we can understand that a decrease of the spin 
band gap is not seen by the de Haas-van Alphen effect; we can also 
understand that the spin wave does not become degenerate with the 
Stoner continuum even at high temperature, so that a spin wave can 
have a long lifetime at such temperatures. 
The magnetic degrees of freedom are still important in computing 
thermodynamic properties above TC. We have found the free energy 
F(M) JVMJ 2 D M + 
~(M_-_Mol2 
2x 
The free energy allows us to understand why the thermodynamic properties 
are Heisenberg-like near and above the critical t emperature: this free 
energy is very similar in form to the free energy used to compute 
thermodynamic properties for localized models. Finally, the presence 
of the term DI VM l 2 /M in the free energy leads to the usual Landau-
Lifshitz equation of motion for the magnetization: 
It is the existence of a population difference and energy gap, 
rather than a macroscopic average magnetization that permits the 
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existence of a spin flip collective excitation. We found a secular 
equation for the f r equency of the spin wave in the presence of 
fluctuations which was the same in form as the usual RPA secular 
equa tion, except that the appropriate Fermi functions and energies 
were those of the+ and - eigenstates and except for the presence of 
s mall perturbative t erms . The s pin wave stiffness i s relatively 
unchanged by the fluctuations, because the band properties are 
relatively uncha nged. 
We have obtained very general expressions for the corrections 
to the s pin wave frequency and lifetime in terms of magnetization 
gradients of the background . These expressions include the effect 
of the perturbation of the single electron energy by the background, 
and a lso of the scattering of the spin wave from other excitations. 
In parti cular, in Chapte r 3 we found a spin wave life time caused by 
scattering f rom single partic le spin-conse rving excitations . In 
Chapter 4, we considered the effect of the effective magneti c f i eld, 
t o find a vertex for the sca ttering of spin waves with the spin wave 
exci t ations of the background. These life time effects are quite 
s ma ll and a llow for propagation even above TC. 
Thus it is a predic tion of our theory tha t one see spin waves 
even above the critical tempe r a ture, so long as an appropriate 
popul ation difference maintains a locally ordered magnetization. Such 
spin waves do not indeed have infinite life time, but the decay time 
is quite l ong. 
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APPENDIX I : 
->-Equations of motion for dynamical susceptibility in the presence of a 
X+ - (p) 
WX+ _(p) 
t R = << [a+(p + Q) a_(p), H]; S-(- Q) >> 
H = l E+(k) a:(k) a+(k) + E_(k) a~(k) a_(k) 
k 
+ u I 
kk'q 
1) The Kinetic energy connnutator: 
- n > + 
t t = E (p + Q) a+(p + Q) a (p) - E+(p) a+(p + Q) a_(p) 
and this contributes to wx+ _(p): 
E (p) - E+(p + Q) X+ _(p) 
2) Magnetic energy commutator: 
Notice that these commutators are of the general form 
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In the Hartree-Fock approximation this provides the equation of motion 
with terms of two sorts: 
X (p) I 
and X (p I ) g (p I ) • 
The terms of the first sort effectively contribute another piece to the 
energy difference of (1): they are a Hartree-Fock energy difference. 
But the Hartree-Fock approximation for U I a!(k + a) at(k) a : (k' - q) x 
kk'q 
a+(k') is subtracted away in the third term of H. Hence we need only 
consider terms of the second kind. 
Below, I list the terms of H that contribute to the susceptibility 
. + equations to second order in a, the value of the commutator with 
"I' a+(p + Q) a_(p), and the Hartree-Fock contribute to the rhs of the 
equation of motion. 
= U I cos(k~a) 
kk'q 
( (k+q)•a) (k '·a) ((k'-q)·a) cos t:, cos - t:,- · cos t:, 





(k • a) (k' • a) t t b) I\= - UL sin T sin-~- a+(k + q) a_(k) a (k' - q) a+(k') 
kk'q 
(k·a) r s , H_ 1 = u I sin -;;-
+ - . b kk' q 
. (k I• a) sin-~-
t t } - -o(p + Q, k') a+(k + q) a_(k) a_(k' - q) a_(p) 
, r. (k' q) • a) ( (k+q) • a) t t c) H = - U l sin( - sin ~ a (k+q) a (k) a+(k' - q) 
C kk' q ~ - + 
X a (k I) 
{o (k ,P + Q) a~(k + q) a!(k' - q) a (k') a_(p) 




[S ,H ] = U L sin((k+q) •a_) 
+ - d kk'q ~ 
-t- -t-{ o(p, k' - q) a_(k + q) a+(p + Q) a+(k) a (k') 
- cS (p + Q, k) a~(k + q) a-t- (k' - q) a (k') a_(p) 
-t- -t-- cS (p, k + a) a+(p + Q) a+(k) a (k' - q) a_(k')} 
- (f (p + Q) - f (p)) L sin((p'-p+Q)•a) x (p') 




k I •a 
[ S+- , H ] = U L sin -,-) 
e kk'q Ll 
{o(k'' p + Q) a!(k + q) a+(k) a\k 1 - q) a_(p) 
t -t-o (k , p + Q) a+(k + q) a (k' - q) a+(k') a_(p) 
(f+(p + Q) - f (p)) L sin((p'-p-Q)•a) X (p') 
- p' ~ ++ 
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Expanding the sines and cosines, we find the equation of motion: 
wx+ _(p) = (E(p_ - E+(p + Q) X+ _(p) 
- (f+( P + Q) - f (p) L (p'-p+Q)•a X ( ') 
- tJ. -- p 
p' 
\' (p'-p-Q)•a 
+ ( f + ( p + Q) - f - ( p) ) l ' tJ. X+ + ( p I ) 
p 
In the same way we find the equations of motion for X+ + and X __ : 
1) The kinetic energy commutator: 
gives 
2) Magnetic Energy commutators: 




[ S + + H ] = U L sin ( i.~' -q) • ~) 
a kk'q 6 
- o(k 'p + Q) a!(k + q) a!(k' - q) a!(p) a_(k') 
(f+(p + Q) - f (p)) UL x (p') sin((p-p'-Q)•a) 
+ ' + - 6 p 
b) to order 1 1, \ = U L a!(k + q) a+(k) } (k' - q) a (k') 
kk'q 
[S+ + Hb] = u I {o(k + q ,p) a!(p + Q) a+(k) at (k' - q) a (k') 
kk'q 
-o(k, p + Q) a:(k + q) }(k' - q) a_(k) a+(p)} 
<£+( p + Q) - f+(p))u I x __ (p') 
p' 
The equation of motion is then 
\ (p-p I -q) • a ( I) + (f+(p + Q) - f+(p)) UL 6 X+ _ P 
p' 
+ (f (p + Q) - f+(p)) u I x __ <p') 
+ p' 
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the equation of motion for X __ (p) can be deduced from those for x-H- and 
X : + -
wx (p) = (E (p) - E_(p + Q)) X __ (p) 
+ (f (p + Q) - f (p)) I (p'-p-q) 
- !J. p' 
a 
X+ _(p') 




Evaluation of ow(!) 
(1) Consider first the unperturbed secular equation: 
1 
f+(P + Q) - f (p) 
= U l E_(p) - E+ (p + Q) 
For pa rabolic bands, these energies are: 
E_(p) 
- w 
Mis the number difference n+ - n_ , which in turn is M
0 
+ O(a2 ) 
if we are not in the strong limit; (p• a ) 2 denoted an average over 
the singly occupied states. 6 is defined as (n+ - n_)U = (M
0 
+ oM)U 
in the case of a weak ferromagnet and ~o for the strong limit. 
Expanding the denominator in powers of 1/6, we find 
+ 
-+ -+ -+ -+ -+ ->-








6(p•Q){(+ +) 3 p•a 
6 
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The integrals explicitly proportional to Q2a 2 can be evaluated using 
the unperturbed Stoner equilibrium occupations. The other t e rms in 
2 zero order give the unperturbed spin wave energy w = DQ, but 
there are corrections to it from the shift in chemica l potentia l and 
->-
the change in the form of the eigenenergies as a function of p. The 
shift in chemical potential can be expressed as the change necessary 
to keep the numb e r cons tant plus the change caused by repopula tion of 





Hence from these terms we find 
31:i 
->- -r 2 
a (p•a) 
+ !':i 31:i 
0 (M + oM) (1 + Ce·Q) 2 !':i ) NQ
2/ 2 + f d 3 P { fo+( p) 
f d3p (p•Q) 2 o ( s - s F+) ( 
-r -r 2 P2 a2 
+ (p• a ) F+ -
!':i !':i 6 
f d3p -r ->- 2 o ( s - sF_) ( ->- -r 2 
Pz a2 
(p•Q) (p•a) + F-








- 0:: J 
-r ->- 2 
(p· Q) 
(M+oM)U 
DQ2 (1 + (p:QP) + [fµ + fµ ]/v/do ¥'(<p:a)' - <r;:)'] 
+ ~: [ DQ 2 + Md 3p{ t +(p)- t _(p))(p~Q) ' _ ½ [§~~ + §~=l /v/do <e:Q) ' ] 
d3 {f ( )-f ( ) } [(Q•a.l:_ _ 4(p•Q)(p•a)(Q· a ) 
p o+ p o- p 6 t:,2 
+ 6(p:~)2{(p•a)' - (p• a ) 2) l 
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In parabolic bands, this is a perfectly general expression for the 
-+ 
contribution of the unperturbed secular equation; if all p's are 
-+ 
r eplaced by v(p), this will hold for arbitrary bands. The value of 
oM is that given on page 28and is proportional to a 2 . 
The integra ls are easily evaluated but they give simple 
expre s s ions only in the strong limit, when we set M = 0, f (p) 0, 
and M = N = 4npF 3/3. Then 
0 = w(l + p2Q2/5 6) 
F 
( 2) Nex t we mus t evaluate: 
u 
f+(p) - f_(p-Q) 
~p' E (p-Q)-E (p)-w 
f+(p') - f_(p'-Q) ( (Q·a)2 
E (p'-Q)-E (p')-w 262 + 
0 
To orde r Q2a 2 , the first term is simply (Q·a) 2/26 To do the next, 
-+ -+ 
first use the symmetry of p and p' integrations to write the 
-+-+ -+2 2 -+ -+ 2 -+ -+ -+ -+ 2 ma trix e lement {(p - p')·a} /6 as {(p'· a) - 2 (p'•a)(p·a)}/6. Then 
-r 
we do the p integration. To order Q2 , the secular equation assures 
us that 
l f+(p) - f_(p - Q) 
p E_(p - Q) - E+(p) - w
0 
-+ -+ 2 s o the term (p'•a) gives only 
I 





(p' - Q) - E (p') - w + 0 
(E' • a) 2 
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We must also do f+(p) - f_(p - Q) 
[- 2(£' •a) (£•a)] u26 I 6 - p•Q 62 
p 
and this is 
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_ 2(p'~a)




Integrating this last term over p' as well, we have 
2 
- --;J I (<p-a) (p .Q) 
so 6 
+ (Q•a) n_ J 
Finally we return to 
2U6 
f (p') - f (p' - Q) l + -
p ' E (p' - Q) - E (p') - WO 
2U l f+ (p I) (p'•a) 2 (1 
(p'•Qf q2 -Df J 
p' 6 
62 + 26 
- 2U !. f_(p') (p I • a) 2 ( (p'·Qf q2 -Dt J 6 1 - 1:,2 - 26 p' 
J 
- 2U l f - (p I) 2(E'·a)(a·Q) + (a•Q)2 (1 + (p ' ~Q)J 
p' 
1:,2 
2 y f_(p') [ 2(E'·a)(p'·Q)(a•Q) + (a~Q)2] 
M p' 
1:,2 
+l I (p'~a) + 2 [½ I 
(p•a) 2 l 
(p'•a) 2 I (p·a) 2 ~r q) 2] -
M M 6 6 
SO I so so so p 
2 
[~2 
l (p•a) 2 BQ.2 l (p·a)2 J +- r;z-M all 62 2M so 
Hence the total contribution to ow of this first order perturbat ion 
theory integral is: 
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2 I (p~a)2 2 [~ Icp~a)2 I (p•Q)2 l (p•a) : (p•Q)2J M + Ml'i 6 so so so so 
2 [ I Cp·a) (p·Q) + (a•Q)n_ J (Q•a)2 - M26 + 6 2l'i so 
~[ !. f (p I) 2(p'•a)(p'•Q)(a·Q) + (\Q)2] p' ""2 
+ 
q2 [ I (p•a)2 N I (p•a)2 J Ml'i2 -M all so 
In the strong limit this is 
(Q•a) 2 
2l'i + Sl'i 
(3) Finally we must evaluate 
1 
I 
f±(p'+½Q) - f±(p'-½Q) [ 
M p' DQ2 - p I • Q + i/T 
1 !. f (p'+½Q) - f (p'-½Q)[ DQ2 - p I • Q + i/T M p' 
u 
u 
I ( II I ) { f (p"+Q) - f (p")} p -p .a 
p" + 6 - p"•Q 
I { f (p"+Q) f (p")} (p"-p'+Q). a -
p" + 6 - p"·Q 
The matrix elements, that is, + the p" integrals, are respectively 
+ + - (p'·a) + 
+ + (Q•a)n_/M 
and 
The p' integrals are carried out over the Fermi surfaces of the two 
spins. The leading term is 
1 f 3 (p•a) - d p (p•Q) o (E- E ) -
M F+ (p•Q) 





Specializing once more to the case of the strong limit, the real part 
of the Fermi surface integral proportional to Q2a 2 is 
Now, putting all the above contributions together, the secular equation 
becomes, in the strong limit: 
w D q2 
0 
2D a 2 
0 
3 [ ++2 4-7 (Q·a) 
Pp 
+ + 2 







(PF q2a2 -;-:;;--z 
3/J. 
2 
+ (Q· ->-) 2 [~ PF a 175 7 -
6 PF l 
5 -;;z:-) 
3 (Q•!)2 4p2 
F 
2 
6 PF J 35-p-
(4) The imaginary part of the Fermi surface integrals gives the 
spin wave lifetime. To lowest order in IQ I, this is: 
1/T ~ f lvldrl (p·Q) o (DQ 2 - p·Q) (p•a) 2 
<p+ 
+ ~ f ivldrl (p·Q) o (DQ 2 - p•Q) (p•a)2 
<p_ 
Take Q as the z- axis. Then (p • a) averaged on the angle cp is 
½p 2 sin2e (a2 - a2) + p2 cos 2e a 2 z z 
Because of the delta function on e, the term of lowest order in 
is This gives for the imaginary part: 




In the strong limit, the inverse lifetime is: 
1/T 
-+ -+ 




Integrations arising from spin wave-spin wave scattering corrections to D 
We want to compare the two quantities: 
J 
3 2(2p + Q)•a [ A•(2p+Q){f+(p+Q) - f_(p) }J 
U d P (w- E (p)+E(p+Q)- L'i ) 2 UA•Vf+ + UA•Vf_ - ___ _____ _ 
W - E(p) + E(p+Q) - 6 
and 
DQ2 D(Q + q)Z 
to order A2 . 
(1) To this low order, the first integrals are very simply: 
+ uf d3p {A•Vf + A·Vf} 2p•A + - 62 
This is 
-+ -+ ->-
Next we take an angular average on the vectors q = ql - q2 and 
' -+ -+ -+ defined -+ -+ Q') Q = ½(ql + q2) ' recalling that A was as q X 
(g X 
0 q2 
These angular averages leave: 
[g<~;~ -<q·~F Q' 2 2 q!. 2 = - + 3 q 
(2) We next want, 
DQ2 - D(Q + q)Z 
-+, 
The angular average on Q leaves an integrand: 
->-






qQx + ½q + ½ Jl -1 
x
2
dx q2 J 
qQx + ½q 
and this is easily seen to be 8DQ12 /3. Hence there is no correction 
to w of order A2 only. 














u , p 





8 (r), ¢ (r) 







r · D 
o.S ,µ v' a.S 
effective Coulomb exchange integral 
band gap 
magnetization 
dens ity of states at Fermi l evel 
static susceptibility 
chemical potential 
spin wave number 
variational parameters 
spin wave s tiffness 
singly occupied states 
spin density operator 
component of susceptibility 
s pin, momentum and f requency 
dependent susceptibility 
integral found in susceptibility 
unper turbed Bloch wave function 
angles of magnetization 
spinors in magnetiza tion frame of 
reference 
magnet i zation gradient 
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